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Marc Tanenbaum 
interviewed by Mimi- Alperin 

Tape1 - 1 
October 7, 1980 

Q. This i!? Mimi Alperin interview~ Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, the Director 

of the Interreligious Affairs Department of the American Jewish Committee. TtJ-e 

date today is October 7, and we are conducting the intervie\y' in Rabbi T,anenbaum's 

office. 

A. ---messy office. 

Q. Messy office, just say anything so I can get your voice. 

A. Well, she's the prettiest interviewer I have ever $een this week: 

Q. This week, okay. Okay, iet's begin by telling' me something about your 

parents. You grew up in Baltimore? 

A. Uhum. 

Q. Tell me something about your parents. Because I know they weren't born 

in this country •. 

A. No, my parents were born in th~ Uk.raiIie. 'My Cather was ~orn in a small 

village called Da.~edifeh , (.?) which nobody c~· spel1, which was a bend in 

the road, a yi~lage about two or three hundred years and my .mother was born in 

a similar large metropolis called Alika(?) ~n the., Ukraine which is also a very 

small bend in the road. Everyone' there was born into relatively poverty, in these 

European Jewish vill~ges: and they had d~ering kinds of backgrounds somewhat, I 

guess for a whole variety of reasons the images of my mother's background seem 

to be sYronger than those of my father. My .father ~ was a ' marvelous story1ieller and ' 

a consummate romantic'. We had, well when my parents came to the Un~ted stat~s 

they first landed in New York - --

Q. - - - toget~er? They were together? 
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A. No, separately and then they IIl:et here. Married, at least my father; somewhat 

la~r ip. life. But my father sta.rted put in a sw~atshop itt New Y~rk and they met 

in Baltimore. The marriage was arranged by a family ( ?), 

the point is that ~ter they married and had to make a living they opened ul? 

several small grocery ;'stores or gi:mer'al stores o~ confectionary stores. I was 

born iQ. our home in 1850, I,.t~t street which was the only ·Jewish house . in the 

'neighborhood it was predominately. a Christian neighborhood, ethnic neighborhood, 

Italians, Irish, German. The point I start~d to mak~ ah9ut this is that my father 

\\Q uld love to sit in the living room look out and watch the sun.and watch the 

trains go by and tell stories about the old country. They are all marvelous rec-

collections and but my mother used to ten very concrete ' definite experiences about 

how her mother had been a very' strong woman in the family and her father who }lad 

been quite devout while he was often out in the synagogue studying, the mother . . 

used to go into the market and try to earn a li:ving to support the family so the . 

father could study • . And she tells stories of how she would help her mother make 

what was called pollier' (?), soda water. They would make soda water and 

sell that in the marketplace. An.d the family· Avirloff (?), essentially what they 

did whatever they could scrape together, ' They would sell wood or ' lumber or 

clothing, My father used ' to sit •• ,I loved him very IIi1,lch., ,he wa~ almo'st impractical. 

My mother ran the busine~s; ran him, took care of him. He wasn't terri.bly well. 

He eventually developed a series of heart attacks and my mother was incredible. 

She passed away in February of this year and' I delivered the eulogy' imd the night. 

before my brother I I have an older brother Ernie whose three years olQ-er tl;l.an 
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I, and a younger sister Sima (?) who'se just about three years youn~er than t • 

. She's an artist and he is in the radio business or a version of it now, radio 

advertising. We sat up alf!lost the whole night tel~ng stOries about our f~mily 

life together and I made notes of that and in delivering the eulogy I just wanted 

to tell her story and give her the send-off she deserved. And my brother 

taped it and we have a tape of that. Anyway she was a dominant facto:.:- in our 

lives. I just tell you this because it's interesting in terms of the live memories 

we carry around and all of us carry this around.. She---you know. we s.it around 

and talk-about her as if she's sitting wi"th us in the living room now~ She used to 

get us ab6u.t six o'cloc'l£in the morning and go in open up the store, my father would 

eventually come aroUnd at seven o'clock or so. She'd get the store ready, the 

customers used to come in. They worked i~ the factories and·businesses. Somehow 

between 6 and 7 o'clock while stle was opening the store, she would manage every 

single morning to squeeze by hand three fresh glasses of orange juice and we woke 

up in the morning up~tairs. she would come upsta,irs with the glass of orange juice 

" he~ to our bed and wake us up to get· rea~y to gQ 'to school. This used to start 

the ~ay off .right.· And we were going to 'go to scho~l and. (someone comes into . :' " . ,. ' 
. ~ . . 
office and Mr. Tannenbaum is interrupted. " ••• ) .•• So, I guess we tended to 

take that for grante~, in relection 'we too~ that a~'an extraordinary act of love. And 

by the t~ine we would come downstairs, there was ·always a four to-six course 

bt:eakfast, she would not let us out· of the: h~tise ~less we had oatmeal; ~~s and toast 

and milk and cakes and things like that. And we .would stuff ourselves with things we 

could take Qurt of the store.. Then we would .go out to school. I w~nt to a Hebr4w 

Parochial school. It was an orthodox ~h601 in East Baltiinore. All the k.id~ were 
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poor. :rhey all came , ~)Ut of families whose fathers were rabbis or teachers or 

ran little stores, little shops.. The Russian, Polish immigrant generation. 

Q. . But they lived in different neighbQrhoods, do you know why you lived 

in the IE ighborho'od ? 

A. . ~e"s; .this is w:llen my par.ents - - - t~e:r . had o?e store w~ch)iPparantly 

collapsed on them during the depression and this was the only thing they could 

;afford to buy. It was available, it wa's cheap apparantly and my uncle helped them. -.. ~ .. 

One of my uncles helped them buy it and they finally got themselves 'on their 

feet and they were able to sEmd us th:rough school b, virtue of working very hard 

in the store. Just to finish off ihis image of what really shaped us and I have an 

enormous sense of indebtedness 'abolJ,t that. Because it's a generation now which 

is gone and it's a lifestyle that will never be recreated in the same way. ~ we 

would go o~t to 'school, t.hi,s heb.r~w school called the Jewi"sh Paroc.l:tial school in 

East Baltimore street and "it wa,s both religi~us and secular studies and would' start 

at 9 o'clock in the morning ap,d I was never ~ome before 6 o'clock. I wou~d come 

home, there would be. a hot dinner every night which she made while she was running 

the store during the day • . And then after .dinner, I'd sit down and do my' homework and 

my mother was always there making sure that I did n:y bo~ework. She was a 

mathematical .wizard, it was unbelievable." She ha,d almost no education but she 

used to put up a column of figures and zip like a computer and she would sit with 

each one of u.s •. We could not go to bed at night unless we had dqne our homework 

and she was there checking on every single one of us. And there was always a 
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basket of fruit and something to drink and when she just --- she invested her 

entire life in her kids and I ---you know, I've said it. I sai~ it at the funeral, we 

really owe armost everything we· have to her. My father was really in the background 

and it's the power of .tl)e jewish mother. But it's also the power of an iilcredible 

amount of love and devotion and so. it's - - - s he was also very driving' •. very 

achievement oriented. 

Q. What were her ambitions for you? 

A. Well. that's a crazy story, l'eally crazy story. My father was determined 

that I become a doctor' as .for everyUody else practically b.ut we felt that especially, 

the depression was murder for us and my father used to say,"1 want him to be a 

doc"t9~," ------ so my father, when we had ~Ul' family pow .wows" like every other 

hour, it was a running discussion, my father would say, "No, he's going to be 

a doctor .beCau~e· loo~;~~ ·we·nt t~~ugh .;the depre.s~io~ apd there .wil~ always be sick 

people, they will always make a living because there will always .be sick people." 

My moth~r who wa~·.~ore religious than mY.fatrer ·~ ' •• my father was. observant but 

it was not t~e' ;moEt important th4J:g in the wo~ld to ·him. He was more interested 

in world affairs and the ~~'ws of ' t~~ ~~rld • . Everyday he would, he would start the 

d~y off listening to the radio and find out 'what was going on in the world. He would 

read' newspapers. My mother was not very interested in that. She wa~ really more 

interested in making a living, taking care of the children, etc. But her · ambition for 

ine was tq become a r~bbi. :Part of that had to do with, I later fOlind out that heT' 

stepfather, her father died and her motl)er remarried. Her stepfather was a 

very fundamentalist orthodox jew and he never felt that my moth,er 'was orthodox 
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enough for him. ~d she was very traditional. a kosher Jibme and sabbath, and 

holiday. observances and I think she had enormous guilt feelings that she was ' 

not religious enough for'her stepfather. And she was going to show him that 

not only was she religious enough but she was goi~g to have. a son and make him 

a rabbi. That would show him. Well, the crazy thing, my parents worked 

out" their conflict over my body. That is my father continuously pressed me to 

become a doctor and my mother continuously pressed for me to beoome a rabbi 
" . . ~ . . -" 

and I was very yo~g. I sta~ted col1e~e when' I w~s 14 1/ 2 years old. I had 

developed an interest in biology because my' brother, my cHder brother whom I:;:') 

, 
admired a great d~al " he is ~ll and handsome and has a big shoc.k of aubllrn hair ·and 

I was short, fat and pimply. And I always felt very inadequate next to him. He 

had very little interest in the religious field, he. was mllC?h more interested in 

social life and girls 'and he couldn't wait to get out of Hebrew school to get to a 

secular school, High School with a swinging crowo. I always had the feeling that 

. . 
I was living a c1oiste!ed life while he was out in the big world. Well, he and I had 

the same bedrQ,om and we had beds side by side and our room' was filled with tanks . . . 

of fish, snakes , chameleons, little lizards bc:,?ause he was interested in biology and 

so as a result of that; that 'was one of our strong bonds together . I developed a . . . -

l)trong interest in that. Anyway, I was. very young arid I was sent off to college 

before I went .to college we began' to explore my going to premedisal school in 

Baltimore. I had an unc le,- a wonderful uncle, my mother's "brother who~, loved 

us like kIds. He, had three daughters and he ~lway s wanted a son, :Il~ver had 

a son, so "we became his sons and he was something of a remarkable guy, he had - - -

he was" something of a politiCian. He had a heavy yiddish accent but he was 
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an extraordinary· politician and in our area. He began looking into into trying to ,. 

get me into mediaal school, premed school. So he went around with me to see if 

I could get a scholarship because I eQuId not afford it otherwise and we found that 

as I began applying, University of Maryland , Johns Hopkins that I was 

( ?) there was a quota for jews in medical schools. 

You could start by taking biological sciences here but there was no hope for you 

getting in. It's - - - you know, they have five times as many jews applying and 

they take them geographically. Well, that looked like a disaster area for me so 

the Principal of the Hebrew ~hool I went . to did not want to lose me. I was a 

. good s~dent in Hebrew School and he wanted me to ·become a rabbL So he and 

·n:W mothe'r wo:rked out a consPl~~CY where they got a ·schola,;shl~ ~or me to Yeshiva 

University in New York where I was assured I could go study premed, biological 

sciences and study for my Hebrew studies ab the same time._ I was resisting that 

because I was inclming toward wanti~g to give a serious try to premed. I took off 

,maybe six months' befo:re I went to Yeshiva. I went to Johns Hopkins University and 

I took some courses there and) was also interested in literature at that tIme so I 

took some courses in Shakespeare there but I saw that I was getting nowhe:t;"e and I 

was fooling around and I was avoiding making a decision. When the scholarship came 

through for Yeshiva so my parents took me up to Yeshiva and I came there 14 1/2 

wearing knickers and my parents handed me over to the ·registrar and I cried like 

a baby, Iwas a baby. I just had no sense about living in this great big world and . 

in any case, I found out that they had a very good biological sciences department. 

It later turned out that they had some highly recognized people in -I-t >.~natomy, 
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embryology. organic chemistry and I'developed some very strong interests. I 

did very well. I got straight A's in some ·of the courses, the biological science 

courses. So I was following. this two':""track life of. studying for ordination in 

the orthodox ra1?binical schools Seminary at Yeshiva and studying· .at. the ·same 

time my pre med studies. I had not resolved in my own mind what I was going 

t6 do. 

Q. . Where were you living at the age of i4 1/2 in a strange city ---

A. In a d~rmitory, ~hich was .the best parfof it b,eca1:1s~'"the:re W-ere 

wonderful guys .there. My .momates, ODe was the·spD. of a rabbi ·in ·Atlimtic City •.• 

Q. They must have been a lot oider? 

A. Yes, one of the guys was 'younge~ than rile ;· , Alan ·Mandelbaum, who would 
. . 

- - - by all accounts,.. a: genious • . AiiQ was· tran~lating Italian poetry, Dante, at the 
!. .. . 

age of 15 and -- - but he was a New Yorker, and that's the way New Yorkers are 

(laughs) - - - smart New Yorkers, they are· born. smartass, excuse the expression. - -

(laughs) But we developed, they r~ally were a bunch of very wonderful, very bright. 

very gifted people and I had a real sense of community and family. So nnce f got 

over the shock ?f being thrown into thi~ wholy different .kind of world, I really caught 

hold of it and I became interested··in a lot of extracux:-ribular activities. I got on 

the n~spaper and by the sen~or year .r.~e<:aroe editor of the newspaper • . I became 

president of my class ·and I realized that I had a whole range of interests and that 

I was probably not going to be a ~ongregational rabbi. I had some sense then. 

I began to feel by ~hat time t~t while r liked some .of my studies, especially I 

studied History, Jewi"sh history and BibIfcal studies. I began feeling that some 
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I . Ii . . . . 

of my Talmudic .studies were really very remote at that time • . We were 

studying about . sacrifices and whether an egg is kosher or how d9 you pluck 

. a chicker to find out what the viens are. What the hell has that got to do with 

real life? For very o~t~odpx jews it meant a great deal but I beg~ having 

a sense then that I was not going to go ·in that direction-. I never ~inally" 

resolved it ••. and then the things that really gave me the greatest satisfaction 

were the studies that I was interested in, especially historical studies, 

biblical studies and my extracurricular activity,' I began to find, r ~dn 't 

really know --- but in high school I was active in the debating soCieties and 

one of the ,debating clubs and but I didn't know - - - I never tested myself 

in . terms of writing. I began to find and as I was edi~or of the newspaper, I was 

first a news editor and ~hen the editor, that I had some talent .in writing, So 

I finished school~ I lmew that I didn't want to be an orthodox rabbi. ·:BY my 

senior year I realized that I was not really orthodox in my guts. That I was 

conforming by virtue of my birth and background. On top of that, the rabbinical 

school in Yeshiva was becoming increasingly repressive. It becaine increasingly 

fundamentalist, orthodox. They were bringing in some rabbis from Eastern Europe. 

Poland. They had one guy appointed who was the spiritual KGB. He was given 

the keys to open your room to look in and see what the boys were doing, whether 

people were shaving with a straight razor which was forbidden and that sort of 

, . 

thing. So I began to react against that kiI;l,d of oppressiveness. I .didn't act it out. 

I began writing editorials, angry editorials, not directly but about whether the 

school was going to be modern or whether it was going to create a synthesis 

for science or technology in the real world that we· were living in •. It was all 
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a veiled kind of anger. ' Anyway, when I left school, I finished my pre-med. 

I got a Bachelor of Science degree. I appli~d for medical school and than., at 

that time there was an Essex County Medical School. I went to medical school 

for one day. I was accepted. I walked in the school, I went into the cadaver 

room, I looked around and 1 said, "My God, what am I doing here?1I I'm not 

going to spend my life cutting up people, it was absurd. I·turned around and 

I walked out and never came hack. And that decided the medical decision for ' 

me. I was never going to be a doctOr • . And the crazy thing was, in anatomy and 

in pysiology, I was •.. 1 enjoyed cutting up apimals. I used to cut frogs and people 

would come over and ask me to help, them do this. I somehow got • .• . Ccut up 
> 

'.ca,ts and dogs and in studying 'parts of anato~y , . • • anyway ~ left and ·I was at sea 

by ·t.hat ,time. '.' 1 was just under 19 years old. I ~had a .Ba'~'h~loi of Science degree 
. . . . ': ", ~ . . -. 

that I )mew now I was going to do nothing with. I knew I was not gomg to be , 

an orthodox rabbi and ·the o;nly other thing I had goiIig for n;le, I knew that I had , 

some talent and certainly some interest in was· ~riting. So lwa:ntiere~ ' a·round. 

on my own lookiilg ;a~ound for 'a job inwt-itirig :'- :~, -

Q. In New Yo~k? 

A. ' In New York, Yeah. And I got a j.oh as an a ~sistant to an editor. A g\ly 

named Grossman. His ii.rst name will come back 'to me. He' was an editor of a 

newsletter called "Current Events." And. he was an eXtraor9inary editor. He ~s 

a member of the Favorite, pary, Begin's party . . A brilliant editor, in ,fact his 

daughter was weiting for' that time for T~:m'f!! ' magazine, Rena Gross~a:n. Much older 

thail I. , And so I apprentice9 under him for nearly a .year ·and leapned a great deal. 
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We produced this w~el5.ly newsletter, it limited cjrculati9n but a very IQ.nd of 
.: . . 

elitist jewish circulation in the United states and in IsraeL The ••. but I knew 

that I was living then a dreadful life because I had no money, I was making $35/week. 

I rented a room. It was a hole on 42nd Street and 8th Avenue, it 'turned out with 

a German couple who were probably Nazis. 

Q. What year was this? Do you remember? 

A. Yah, let's see', I went to Yeshiva '41 to '45. It was '45, '46,. something 

like that and in '46, I went to the Seminary. The thing was, I would coine home 

. . . 
every night and I had this room that had a. window facing. a waJI. It was always 

dark and this gUy who had crutches used to, beat his wife almost every night. I mean 

he would have a drinking party every night after dinner and they would start hollering 

and s9reaming and ,beating. And I would .lock the door ·and lie in bed in terror at 

night until I fell asleep and ~ knew I just couldn't go on like that. In any case • • . 

but I took that room first of all because it was very cheap, it was '$10 bucks a week 

or something like that. I mew, I had nothing, no money, no support. And then 

the 'editors office was about 3 blocks up on Sixth Avenue and 42nd Street so it 

was convenient to walk back and forth. On~ day i was walking up Broadway, and one 

of my classmates in Yeshiva, a guy who was in 'my class in· '45, Harold Shulweiss (?), 

who was now a very promir;Lant rabbi in Oakland, California. We were all very good ' 

friends" Harold was in ••• we had a tremeJildous ~lass in '45. I mean just spankling, 

vital, incredible people, very ••• real jewish ethnics. And, so I ran into Harold and 

. most 0.£ the: gtiy~-:in my'c1iss w~~e in my similar C~n~ti9~: They come out of 
. ; .. 

orthodox backgrounds that .they were rebelling ~ainst. And they weren't going to continue 

at Yeshiva and tl).ey weren't going to become rabbis, what do you do with yourself? 
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I mean, work. So one guy went off to become a ' bio-chemist and anotl:ter 

guy went off into ~dvertising, so Harold Shulweisswas a philosophy major 

and we were walking and I -bump into him on the street one day on BroadWay and 

I said, whatcha' dOi.ng? He said, . " I don't know what I'm going to do?" He said, 

"what do you do with _A B, A. from Yeshiva? in Philosopby?" ~- be said, 
. . 

"I hear there ' are some entraitce exams to the Jewish Theological Secmin.ary, ." 

"And I think I'm going to . take it." I said, "What are you going to do that for?" 

So he said, "Look, I need some place to ~rt my~.elf o~t. I got to put myself 

together. I just dOll't know what's 'go:Lng ,to ' happen ,to me." "I got a lot of 
. .' ~ 

talents, but I have no other interest. " So I said, "You know, I'm in the 

same condition, Let's go. I'm going to go with you." (laughs) :-nat's 

how I made a deCision to go to seminary. So I went with Harold, W-e, took our 

entrance exams and we both got in • . And I started the seminary in '46 alfd I 

stayed there through '50. And ' hepeated 'the 'sam~ pattern. I went to ~eminary. 

I .began studying. It was a' very' congenial atr.p.osphere In many ways. It was 

free, intellectually free. There wasn't the same oppression. We go to services 

it was a volunteer thing to do. Nobody was going to hit you over the head if 

you didn't go. You weren't looked upon as an infidel. Well, you know, hy -so.me 

faculty members. But it was an atmosphEfre in which you had a chance to gJ;'ow 

and find yourself. , Although I'll never forget my first nIght. , The first .night in 

the semi.r;lary. Also they had nice living qu~rters, lovely apartments that ~ boys 

shared adjoining rooms with a· common John. My fir.st night there was spent •• ·• my 

first roommate was Harol9, Weisberg who was a brilliant philosophy major who 
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turned out to be a radical socialist. He used to spend his spare time .on boxes 

in Union Square preaching about socialism • . ; An~, "l rem ember going in,to the 

bathroom the first years qf the s~minary and ub, lie ~~r:ts ~ngakingme i~ a 

discussion to prove the existance o(God. vie stayed up till about 3 ·o"r·~4. o'clock · 

in the morning sc!'eaming at ea<;h other ••• how do ~ou ·philosophi,?ally deal with 

thi ~? •.. if this i"s what semlnary is· going to be about, I'll never get any sleep. 

And I remember ther~ was ~ ,visiting Dove1.ist, Irving ~ineman (?) liviJ;l.g next 

door to us who came in shouting, "Will you people plea,se go to sleep, you are 
o 

not going to solve that problem tonight in the john! " ~'Get the helli out of there, 

. I want to go to sleep. II (laughs) • . So in that seminary I really repeated the 

pattern of the Yeshiva, namely that I paid a gre~t deal of ~ttention.to the things 

that I was really interested in • . And I reaazed that I had a great interest in 

Jewish history, jewish philosophy and jewish literature and I was less in·terested 

in studies that I thought were remote from real life and real human. needs .•. So i 

~d less attention to talmudic studies than i: should have • . I concentrated on 

historical studies, we also had a great ·professor, Alexander Marx (?) who 

wrote the classic textbook with Marx and .Margblin, Jewish History. I did my 

Master's with him in Jewish history . While I began doing my studies !it 

the seminary, I became interesU::d .in Eter.nal Light radio program. Motton 

Wishograd was then writer and he was a sripurb writer. And I became a 

research assistant to him and I began working on research and helping bim 

to write scripts for the Eternal Light.. So I knew that t¥s writing thing, I h3:d 

to deal with that and work that out of my system. So I spent 4 years working 
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with Morton Wishograd and then I began. writing fQr jewish newspapers along 
New York 

the way and I became chief of the ITbureau" of the IINational Jewish PoEtIl. 

It gave me entre to study Jewish life and the important things that were 

happening and then I became friendly with one of the editors 'of Time magazine; ---
Douglas Auchingloss (?) and he began calling on me to seve as a cons~ltant . 

for him especially when he was writing .stories about jewish subjects ~d 

jews • . Anyway . ~I went through the seminary. It was a very important growing 

time for me intellectually because there I really began studying deeply the 

things I really cared about and so I was ordained. I think some of the members 

of the faculty were not really crazy about me because they felt I should have 

devoted e,ll my time in life to studying the talmud and rabbinic studies. One 
" 

impOrtant influence in my life in the seminary was Rabbi He!?chel (?). Abraham 

Jqshua Heschel. We actually became friends after I left the .seminary. But we · 

. became friends in rather a strange way. In those days .- - - he had just come to 

the seminary and he was all tied up :Jin knots in his own life. He was not a very 

good teacher. be was very defensive and somehow I didn't connect with him as 

a teacher. But I will never forget him for the fact that in·:.my senior. year my 

father became terribly ill and had a series of thrombosis, heart attacts and my 

mother began going beserk, I mean she ~as just overwhelmed. She was taking . , 

care of the stor~, taking car~ ot" my father, ~y brother had left, ~y sister was 

alone in Baltimore and my mother and sist~r w~re carrying t~ full burden of this. 

I used to go down wheneyer I. had a chance, the weekep.ds, to try to help out but 

one day I was r.iding th~ elevator il:1 the seIlli.p.a~y and I.talk - - - ;ny mother called 
. , 

me that morning that my ·father just had a heart attack· and I was as~en. I was 
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crushed, filled with guilt at leaving my mother alone to handle this. And Heschel 

turned to me and he said, nTh~re is something troubling you. II "Come into my 

office." So I went into the office with Hescbel and two - two and one-bali hours we 

sat and having poured my heart out and he was like a father to me after that. I 

cried like a baby, I was filled with anguish with exam.S coming up ---while we were 

together he pIcked up the phon~ and called my moth~r and if you knew what that 

meant to my mother. It was like God calliilg~ :. ~dI fell in love with him. One - --
, :, 

when I w·a.s ordained ... . - I don't know if you want to get into all that .de~ail -= - -? 

A. Yes I do. I would stop you - '--

Q. Okay. When Iwas ordained, I left the seminary. I still had not resolved 

what I wanted to do. I was still unclear as to whether I WlIDted to be a congregational 

rabbi. I really began to have very serieus doubts" theologically, religiously and real 

concerns about the relavarice oJ the ritualistic part of. the traditions. As a matter 

of fat:~t, I wrote a , paper, on sacrifices that upset one of my professors terribly., And I 

ended up talking'about it and in those kin~ of-cynical days I asked questioI),s like 'is this 

really e .asential to ~he fai.th t~s prilDi~ive stage' of devlopme.nt we; 'had to pass through • 

. And they had the feeling thRt ~liey were r~ising a heretic and 'it i~ b.etter to take ~are 

of him beforehand. And Rabbi Finkelste~ used to call me in occasionally to give me 

long lectures about ,the' importance 'of religious obServance arid being a religious 

leader to your people and- ail ,that arid in any case I left the seminary in 1950. I 

worked for about a year for Time magazine in the religion department and I worked 

on several cover stories. One of them was about Rabbi Finkelstein and he liked it. 

Some things that trol.!-bled him, some things cut too close to . the bone. It was not 
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altogether heroic story because I don't think it shc;?uld be a beroic story. But it 

was a sympathetic story and thatl's ••. I developed a marvelous friendship with my 

editor· at that time. I began working on another cover story witn him about Rabbi 

Heschel which this time was bumped because of a news crisis. It was a 'very im-

portant learning experience for me but I had the feeling thougbthat I was kind of 

the odd man out. I had the sense - - - I mean that was such a jet set world that 

was -so elegant and there people were constantly getting drunk and drugs ••• too much 

of that, wife swapping. I was really too square for that kind of world. I was-still 

a Yeshiva b~cha (?), son of peasant parents and I always had a sense of inadequacy 

in that highly sophisticated world~ And I was there only bec,ause they,,:felt I had 

something to contribute in my area of competanc~ , but some people •.• it -was a 

lif~styie.. It ,,!a~ ' ~kiti' to, their wpol~ existazice. : LJving in .tha~ '·miieli: the
o 
social 

life of lt, the chr~stmas ,party • •• the wild christmas parties. In any case, toward 

• ~.in the 1950 .••• 

'Q. Was there any, an~-semitism? 

A. But very sophisti~at~d kind. In a' limited :w~y, it w~s kind of elegant. 

Elegant, waspish mask of anti-semitism - .- -ob, these smart jewbbys - - -of 

course there were a number .of jews on the staff who were key people • . Some of that 

was just rivalry. But I always felt .that it was really a wasp world. I was being 

allowed in as a specialist ••• be ing. squ'ezed ,for something they neeqed and was u.seful 

for them. In-the main there, I got along well but it was. ' •• I was not comfortable. 

I probably was not comfortable with myself. I was going through w: all these 

adolescent and 'post- adolescent conflicts about who I am and my jewishri.ess , am I 
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orthodox? not orthodox? My conflicts about what my future is going to be. A lot 

of thing's happened in my class. A number of guys went through the same thing. 

There was a kind of embar-rassment of riches. There were guys there with an 

enormous amount of creative talent and dic;l.n't know how to handle it. They didn't 

know how to manage them. This ,could not focus clearly on one objective. There 

were some guys that did. One guy knew biochemistry from the day he was born 

apparently. He knew he was 'going to be "a biochemist, researcher. Some of us 

who were kind of ••. this humanistic, artistic, literary world really took .a lot 

'longer time to find our way . Also because of me---I just started too young. I mean 

I was always tagging on to an older class and an older community . And I always 

had the sense of having to define myself in relationship to guys who had much more 

. stabilized - - - some of them were even married at the ' time we were in school 

together in seminary . Anyhow - - -

Q. Most of your classmates from seminary go to congretations? You were 

one of the few who didn ' t - - - ? 

A. I think. so. Well, one of my closest buddies Wolf (?) Kellman is now 

Executive Vi~e President of Rabbinical Assembly of America. Well Wolf took' this 

kind of professional civil servant job. Although hets in the middle of the rabbinic 

world there, I think mos~ /?f them in fact became congregational rabbis. Shulweiss 

became one, Yank Rosenberg who was in one of my classes and I think a large 

majority of them did . For that was a professional ~abbini c school for BBtich you 

came for that. Now, there was a period of time after I left ••. I wanted to write 

a novel. I thought I had a novel in my belly and I took off a year and went off for 

summer. My brother got me a shack at the side of a mountain in Western Maryland. 
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Fr om :a :farme r we knew . He sai.d yeah-;' we got thi s shack her e so I 

we n t ove r there; drove oyer there one summer and no water , no 

e l ectri c i ty . We were awakened in the morning by cows who come 

around the shack and ,nibble at the straw. And I ' sat down and 

started wo~king pn a novel .which really was autobiogr~phical i~ 

many ways about my whole chLldhood experiences, which were "'very 

ric~ in Baltimore. And we lived in this poor neighborhood, surrounde~ 

by incredible. stimuli. There was, down the street, there was an 

(?) where cows were killed and was filled with smells 

and stinks and rich experie~ces •. Cows used to come--they used 

to bring co1Ys, down in the morning, four,. five o'clock in the 

morning, down the street in front of us and we would come down 

and watch them chase the cows. About a mile away there was a 

port, it was a very major port, in Baltimore, and ships f'rom all 

over t he world used to come there . And ~ father with .his great 

romantic love used to take :us~· to go visit these ships and we . used 

to climb up on top a Russian ship . My fath'er spoke· Russi~n and 

the captain greeted him. We were- kids and an enormous, a rich, 

excitement, about that, an -incredible amount of' imagery. And 

then there was a cherry orchard not too far away, an apple orchard, 

and my brother a~d I used to go there ~ So that-- Any case-- In 

that area of South Baltimore which had this, it was almot like a 

kind of cannery row, Tortilla Flat, 'and ,I was struck by what was 

happening to pe ople , these Irish, Italian, · German Chrisitans . 

many of whome had oome from farms , to move into .the city. Across 

the street from us was a very large bucket manufacturing factory 

and 'the, sons used to go to work in that factory and I watched the 

transformatio.n of those families. I mean; the . impact of this 
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assemblyl~f.le .. existe.nce c;m tl).em. I want . to wr.i te .a b:ook about 

about. "YbU ";khO~, '~ha't happens to 'people who c·oDie. to · the 'city to .. . ' , ~ ' .. " 

find their fortune anc{ 'bec~me .atomized, dehumanized,. ~d l;>ecame , 

attachments in this assembly .line and the effect on ~:·the·ir lives 

was devastating. The ~amily began getting drunk and families 

began falling apart ~nd-- Anyway, I developed a kind of social 

protest outlook. My ' brother g~t this shack for me and I went 

up there, drove up in a car, and began writing every day. I 

realized after .my first week or so I had no.·money. So I ~.e·gan _ 

writing short stories. I'd start the morning off, every morning. 

I would go down to the bottom of the hill get a bucket of ' water 

out of the .stream and have to go to the john, had to walk like 

a mile down to -go to the gasoline station and it was ~razy but .I 

was determined, I thought I needed that privacy but I was spending , 

like twenty-five percent, thirty percent, of my time. just su;rviving 

and maintaining myself. In any case, I used 'to start off the day 

wri.ting, I 'began writing Ii terally a short story a day and began 

sending it of'£, hoping that, you know, in the turnover I would make 

enough money to keep myself going. And I have a very good collec

tion of rejection slips from the best, Ne~ Yorker-- In fact 

when I was - in seminary 1 had a roommate once. he and I were both 

writing together, we started writing stories together, and we got-

both of us got an extraordinary collection o~ rejection ships

Harper's, New Yorker ' and-- SCf, we decided one morning . just s 'o .1 t 

shouldn' t be . a tota~ wast~, "Vfe :took 'a :frui.t bqx and we took alt 

the rejection ' slips and made a montage and put a coat of shellac 

on ,top and in tt).e eve.ning~ w~ ".d c·~l'!le back from our classes and 

sit around and have a glass of sherry over our--arid celebrate. 
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Q. Do you still have those sto'ries? 

A. Some of them. I have a couple of them around. Actually 

I began looking at the 'novel again not too long ago, I never pub

lished it because by the time I finished it I .fel t that-- I just 

was . not confident that it was .se.rious enough a piece of work. I 

looked at "it, it's not bad';' There's alot of very rich episodes 

in it and .I; may some day come back, take a. look at it, and re-work 

it . I'm working on other things from that side, it's sort of the 

past. So. I spent that summ~r, roughly about two, two and a half, 

months, laying 'out the novel and I began writing a good part of 

i t,got started. When I rEfalized I just couldn't hold out there 

any longer, the living . condi~ion~ were impossible, and it se'rved ' 

its purpose of enabling me to sort of shake 'myself down, to get a 

sense' of where I was. So ' l came back to Baltimore , I got a job 

teaching in a Hebrew school so I could finish working on the 

novel. After I pretty much finished it I came ·back to New York 

and I got a job with a publisher, Henry Schuman (?) and Schuman 

was a marvelous character,; ar.l.' ,origina.l, . was a ,violinist and he 

ran this very exquisite, elite publishing house and he had a 

marvelous wife, Ida, whom I loved, she was" a great friend, and 

she really was running th~ business, she was like my mother. 

She was an :elegarii :wo~~': but'·-'-- .,_,They ~~d': a bro)Vl1stone on'- E. 70'th 
.' ,.,. .... . -

Street. . So I worked with hill)· as an editor and a public relations 

consultant. ' And Henry u~e~- 'to - love to publish very good books 

and publish them with qua Ii ty publishing', ,the covers were exquisite, 

and the art was-- He would spend fnrtunesgetting artists--then 

he would forget about them. He .didn't ·care about selling, that 

was cr~ss materialism. 
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Q. That was your job? 

A. Well~ in part. His wife · c~lled· me · and to put h~m in touch 

with the real world • . 1 had developed a whol~ series of life~ 

science library and books by Gaster (?). The big thing that 

happened there was that one day ~abbi Herschel call~d me, 1 

·was working for Henry Schuman (?). and he asked me if I would take 

a look at a manuscript., a book called "The Earth is the Lords." 

which was a love poem for the Jews of Eastern Europe. He wanted 

to. capture the essence of life in Eastern Europe. And it was a 

beautiful, moving boo.k, excessive, you .know, ideiUized the words . 

and the poverty and all but he wa's from the spiritual. richness of 

that world, its inter-life; its great devoiion to learning. It · 

·was stunru.ng and I read it and I ·stayed up all night, I just 

cou·ldn't . sleep after that. And I came back the next day and I 

said to Schuman "You're publishing this book, Henry." So he read 

it and he fell in love with it, too. So, I then worked with 

Schuman and Rabbi Heschel .(?) and we . got a magnificent artist 

craftsman, (?) did (?) woodcuts for 

it whieh are c'lassies. Ary.yway they sh!,u~d . not ~~ .lost, they 

should be made into cards or something. They had been at one 

time, illustrating .tha t l-ife:,.! -. Arrrway ~ . I made t1]at my major pro

ject and--cause I knew we had a gem and also I loved Heschel, I 

fel t that the ' (1) he would be m3'i father. · My fatMr, by 

this time, had dikd-~ 'and we developed a father-·son relationship : 

and I used to see him almo·st every day. So I went around and .1 

got 
(Tape Ends) 
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We were called Heschel, one of the great spiritual treasures 

of this gener'iit~on, plucked from the fires of the ·-Holocaust. 

That launched Heschel's career because Nibor (?) was the foremost 

religious leader of that .generation. And I made Heschel my pro

ject. And I got his book around every Chri"ti.an and Jewish leader. 

First of ~ll, after awhile I ~egan realizing it's very good for 

the Jews that Christians understand. what was lost in the Nazi 

holocaust spiritwilly. ·So it became a very good seller. It was 

a best seller for Henry Schuman. And then I kep1;; on working for 

Schuman for, I guess, another year or so. Heschel by that time 

had been working on some other books and I got .him-- Schuman 

began going under, began going bankrupt, he simply was not a 

business man. He became ecstatic over Heschel's books and the 

reviews and it's unbelievable. , But Henry Schuman loved to have 

violin string quartets in his of,fice and every Thursday afternoon 

like clockwarkj he , didn't care .what happened, he would have three 

friends over and have a string quartet. And he would pay no 

attention to his appointments. He, one period, stopped looking 

at his mail, stopped looking at tile .bills, stopped looking-- I 

said, "Henry, you're going~ ~o. go under." He said,. nOh, let the 

God damn business wor'1:d rest~ no patience for that. I just like 

to produce." Anyway, I realized th.j.s was not exactly a thriving 

future for me. Hec'ert·ainlY did very .well by Heschei, he fell 

in love with his idea and J!chight some of my enthusiasm for it and 

literally helped launch Heschel. Afterwards, then, I introduced 

Heschel to Roger Straus, (?) straus, and got several of 

his other books published. And I did some more work in publishing. 

By that time, '51-'52, I got a call from a friend of mine who was 
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working with the Synagogue Council, which then was in shambles, 

it was supposed to be the coordinating body of the orthodox

conservative-reform groups, both the rabbinic bodies and the 

congregational bodies. He was getting. ready to go to Israel, make 

aliya, and the organization had nothing. I mean, it had no pro

gram and he had .·a budget of $12,000 and a deficit of $lB,OOO, 

They were supposed to represent the Jews to the world and one 

time it had a program under the forties, fifties, and then it 

collapsed, the director left. So he asked ·.me if I'd come and help 

him with some programming: ·so I. s~id, ' yeah, 'part-~ime I could do 

that. I'm busy now, I've"got ~he'se edito:rial projects I'm work

ilg. on, So . I came .over and I ~tarted giving a few hours a week 

and little by little, you know, I began to look at the station-

head, the letterhead. you know, potentially it had real possi.b~li ties 

and this is the one group where all the religious branches came 

together, the rabbis and the lay leadership, and I felt, you know, 

it's. really worth something that I ought to give it a try. So-

and this guy was not interested. He felt the whole thing was a 

waste of time and it was just a job for him. He used to spend 

half his day studying, He'd sit in the office and read the Talmud 

or Rabbinic Sources or-- So he used to ask me to do more and more. 

So I began poking around and I somehow met somebody at the National 

Council of Churches, (?). We became friendly 

and I told him I was working part-time at the Synagogue Council 

and I said ' something to him about "Is there anything we can do 

together'?" · He said "Sure, let's sit down and talk." So I organ

ized the first meeting· of the Synagogue Council and the National 

Council ' of Churches. He had a mar--
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Q'. Is this a radical--? 

A. Change. 

Q. . Development, . ch~e" or .did this. happen before? 

A. There had never been programs of that kind between the 

official ·bodies of Juda~sm'aitd ,th~ Nationai ~ qci~ncil of Churcl'les. 

There had been meetings in the past when Marice Eisengraf (?) was 

ali ve ~nd 'used to. do.: some things 'ori" his own but that was '8,'lways a 

kind of 6;{e-t6 .~one thiJ1g but· never really affected the structures 

of Jewish life. That l?~g.an the first serious meetings 'b~tween 

a major r~presentative Jewish body and the National Council of 

Churches. And I began to get a feel that there was an area here · 

that needed cultivation and the interesting thing was the .fri~nd

ship I developed ·very quickly. with these people. Laszlo· Barns (?) 

was a magnificent 'h~an being, a presbyterian. He was the assis

. tant general secretary and really the brains of· the National 

Council of Churches. ~nd he' began to ' introduce 'me to other ' people 

and their foreign affairs department and their social welfare 

department, do~estic justice department, so I began deve,loping 

some pr.ogram for the Synagogue Council and based on that we began 

raising some money. I gue~s I had been around doing that for a 

year'or so and 'Meyer (?) said "Look, I'm leaving for 

Israel, there's no future for me. Why' don't you take the job?" 

And I think that's where my fonnal career in Jewish-Christian 

relations began. I began to ·see that I had some ability to get 

along, not just i~ terms of the kind of usual brot'herhood business, 

but to be able to get very quickly to serious is.sues and build 

program and build relationships around it. So, in those days, 

the Catholic~ were ,not involved in ecumenical relations at all. 
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. , -. 
There was some underground, secret ties between the National 

Coni'erence of · Catholic Bish·ops, in those d_ays · it was called the 

National Catholic Welfare Conference, it was a Monsignore Carroll 

who had some connection, but it was. always very q.u.iet. So I 

began-- I took the job at Synagogue Council and I walked away 

from the publishing thing and I devoted myself full-time to it. 

I. spent ten years .there and I must say it is a resurrection from 

the dead. It began developing and, you know, these things begin 

building cumulatively. We did some programs on .the National 

Council. In those days we were getting into questions of Israel 

and Jerusalem that sometimes are like deja vu, the same discussions 

allover again, some of the same problems. Then I remember in 157 

I helped organize the White House Conference on foreign aid and 

trade, which was my big sho~ cause by that time we began putting 

relationships together and a .whole network of connections and it 

became a major meeting. The president of the Synagogue Council, 

an orthodox rabbi was to speak, Archbishop Fulton Sheen was to 

speak, and a Protes.ant Alder, Dr. Edward Alberg (?) of the 

National Council of Churches , And I began writing the speech 

for Rabbi Adams and so there I became friendly with Fulton Sheen 

and we just hit it off and became very ·good .friends. He asked me 

to have dinner with ·him, lunch with him, · ~nd realizing that there's 

. a big world here that's unattended,, · potentially a great many 

friends for Jews. And the Jews had an obligation to really move 

in and be present as a ~~j or force in Am~I?ic.an: .. life. Otherwise 

it's always ·Christian· Amer"ica and Jews just don't :(igure with this 

kind of pr~sence. ,And in fact everything I pegan m.oving "into we 

became .a fac·tor :and art ' ene:rmous respect began to develop for J .ews 
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in these sit~atipni. Now this is-- They had been- doing other 

t .hingf;3, !'II'I; sure that are. things going on in the Stephen Wise 

Free S~nagogue :but. the.re were no national Ilhings going on. So by--

Q. Also you had the support of the organizations behind you 

in these efforts or was there ever any suspicion of your re~ation

ships with Christian leaders on-the part of--? 

A. Synagogue Council was a nightmare because in a sense I 

snuggle that program, it would never happen otherwise. The 

orthodox representatives would veto anything that the reform 

would want to do.. The re form would veto whatever the orthodox 

would want to do. They had a policy that we were never to discuss 

religion or theology, not only with all the Christians, with all 

the Jews. So . that I had to say, of course, I understand the 

policy and then I', d go off' and arrange a meeting and I'd invite 

individual orthodox rabbis and they'd come and they'd be the first 

one who'd want to tell the goyim what it's all about and they'd 

want to talk theologY and relition but they didn't call it that. 

They'd call it sociOlo~y but it was always religion. So I began 

developing, I mean, this kind of--really it was a school of 

diplomacy, of' statesmanship. you know, how do you kee.p this thing 

together and keep a league of Tiction going of a c.ollaborattve 

enterprise in which they didn't want ·to collaborate on anything 

serious. They would collaborate on the girl sc~~ts, the boy 

scouts, we would have commi ttees fo~ tha~ • . . That : they would work 

at. If there was a chance to deliver a prayer at some major 

event, an inauguration or.. ·.something, Qr the senate ,or House, . it 
" 

meant the possibility of publicity for some rabbi, we'll do that! 

But they didn'} .pay ~y m.on~y. I had to raise:' money and by the ,time 

' .. > 
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I finished, -r prought a guy in to help me fundraise, he 'was 
. . 

liquidating:' the deficit. I~ any ', case, I did that for about ten 

years a~d then John Slausen called me. Morris KUrtzer (?) was 

resigning 'and John called me and i t- was a breath of fresh air for 

me because I just got tired of the politics. I couldn't make a 

move without clearing with six agencies, agencies that really had 

paid orily lip s"nrce to this common effort. It was backbreaking 

to get them to pay a thousand dollars a .year dues. By that · time 

we had developed a budget of $75-85,000. I began trying to build 

up a staff, etc. and I had to raise all th.e money myself, with 

minimal help. I got a guy, Mike Nicholson (7) whose a genius 

in raising funds and part-time he helped me put together a dinner 

and one year we raised $100,000". We just liquidated the budget, 

we gave ourselves-- that's what I left the organization with, 

$100,000. Assets and a vibrant program. In 1960, by that time 

I began develQping contacts in Washington and I was named vice

president of the Wh~te House Conference on children and youth 

. and I felt that it was a chance; too, for Jews to really make an 

impact on a very broad ' network, there were 1,700 people who came 

there. And I prevailed. on Rabbi Heschel .to deliver a paper 

"Children and youth (?) the Jewish Tradition." It 

had an astounding ~mpact. He's got a penetrating way at getting 

'at issues, especi-"ally values, ideals, mC?rals, the cultural condi-

tion, what Jews have to contribu-te to try help ·humanize life, 

moralize society. - And s'o I knew then that we were moving .into 
' . - - - . 

the bit leagues in terms- ~ and also i .t was a: chance for Jews to be 

understood' that we're not just J% of the population, we are one

third of the major r.el~gious. , cominuni ties bf America, Catholics' 
, 
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Protestants and Jews, We changed the whole status of Jews. We 

were dealt with essentially in terms of our statistical numbers. 

We really were incon,sequential. we're one of the smallest minor-

ities in -America. But it's really becauseof our great religious 

cultural tradition that we received the ·dispropor.tionate amount· 

of attention, aclaim and status and I was determined to build on 

that. Any case, just ~bout that time~-

Q. May I just ask you one thing? 

A. Sure. 

Q. Did you have any' philosophical focus for your--~his 

long term . goal of . m~king. the Jews a--puttit:lg the Jews in th~ .. 
forefront of whatever discussions were going on as one .of the 

three major religions? ~ mean ~as there a certain--? 

A. I guess it ' b~gan to evolve slowly. I always worried 

about Jew~~~ se.curi,ty ~q, ~ gues~, because~ of m,,¥ chilc;1~ .oo.d, 
,. 

that having"been I'a~sed in an oveI:'!<helmingly Christian neigl)-

borhood, I played with -Christian kids, . there was always anti

Semitism in the ' streets', ' Sheenie Jew, this that and the other. 

They used to c .. 11 my father Abie. Abie, Jew baby. I mean I was 

very much conscious of how much of that was in the streets and 

gutters of America and-- • . But beyond that, as I began to see 

that-- I began to find that Judaism was an unknown religion to 

most Christians and they're always (?) around 

Pharisees, legalists', and I thought there was a yery important 

need to help find some way to face these misrepres~ntations, 

these charac~tures, to have them have some real experience wi.th 

wh:o .Jews .reallyare: And I began around that time, earlier than 

that · tim~, began ' organizing these for Israelis, began organizing 
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some things for Abba Eban and some of the Israeli leaders who 

came here and have them have some impact on the Christian: world. 

Now I think, though, in those' "ays, part of it had to do with my 

own sense of--of-- which 'has really been a basic pattern with me. 

On the one hand containing ; trying to contain, hostility, anti 

Sem.i tism toward Jews ,. ' on the other · hand to try ' to . continue to 

build up an understanding of Jews at their 'best, Jewish values 

at its best, Jewish cult~r~ at , its best.,c;reate expe'riences . . .", . ,,' " . , .. , . 

. ·where. people . would 'be ex~ose'd ~' to our bes:t minds or to have people 

cpme to a seminary o·r tp a pluseum or~,.to ~g~ to Israel. And I 
. ~. . " 

. think some 0'£ that pattern, the basic pattern, ·was set the·re. 

It·s taken some ne~ .f~?~s for m~ ) 10W. i.n AJC i~ rl;!c.en:t years 

but I , th.1nk ' tliat' really in' some 'way~ I 'had the feeling that 

it was': nothing 'terri bly: new about it, that was really : th'~ 

experience of exile for two thousand y~ars. Jews were always 

defending themselves aga1nst' 'the hostile world, that anti-

Semitism was endemic in ' Western--

Q. Did you personally feel that way in your first-~feel 

that anti~Semitism and that hostility in your first contacts 

with clergy, with Christian clergy? 

A. The first couple I met they were remarkable human beings. 

I mean this fellow Roswell Barns and Kenneth Maxwell, who was in 

charge of foreign affairs, were people, Presbyterians, 'who had a 

very deep affection for Judaism really because of their own 

Calvinist tr~ining. The old testament is a source of--holds a 

place of great honor in that tradition and also they were very 

sensative people then. This was not too long after the Nazi 

holocaust and they had a sense of horror of what anti-Semitism 
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led to. And they were determine,d. t.o try to, face that in some 
. . .. . 

way, to deal with it,. and they tried· t eo develop a whole new set 

of relationships with Jews and ,they: ~ust. :had r.~o .h~ve Jewish 

partners to work with. And I just fell into that situation of 

beginning to becorqe their .. Jewish partner. 

Q. What about Bishop Sheen? 

A. Fulton Sheen? Well, we just developed a kind of personal 
" 

friendship and I didn't have any designs o~ him in terms of pro

gram or anything. I was detemined to test out where he stoo.d 

about Jews because at that t .ime he. was far more popular than 

Billy Graham. There was television programs and he used to have 

some discussions. And lone time said to him, I Said, "Bishop, 

you'.re. the greatest evangelist in the world today. II IIAw, Come on." 

fiNo, you are. What do you think about · us? You have your eye on 

us?" He said, uYou're God's pe·ople. God loves you. God chose 

you specially. It's the God to decide what he wants to do with 

Jews • . That's not my role. If a Jew wants to become a Catholic 

of course I'll catechize him, I will proseletyze, I'll evangelize." 

An~ Jews did, ~here were Jews who did. There was a per~od of 

time he did go after a few very pro~inent Jews and therefore there 

was a period of time there was. real· hostili ty towards Sheen in 

the Jewish co~uriity. · But I wasn't, I wasn't so~ehow put off by 

that. Somehow he and I just hit it off. I mean, in fact in 1966 

right after the Vatican Council we sponsored the first Catholic..;.· 

Jewish dialogue in Rochester and he was the bishop there and he 

agreed to speak. And I came on that--it was held in a synagogue 

there, Temple Beth Kodesh. it was like Yom Kippur and the place 

was packed with aboy.t 2,500 people, Catholics and Jews. We became 
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the event of Rochester and he spoke and I spoke. And r·.alked in 

that room he ran over and embraced me like a long lost friend. 

Newsweek took some pictures of it which they published with 

Sheen and m~ -hugging each other~ I ,mean there , was a real respect 

and even love, a very deep love. Well, he got up and made a 

speech abo'ut Jews r ' . . God~f ~ove for the Jews aJ)d .. the -prominent 

place of Jews in ' the worl~~ -It was incredible. People were 

crying in. the audience. It was important for me to see Catholics 

crying. And in effect he just abandoned the whole proseletyzing 

toward Jews, publicly. We read the text of the speech. it was a 

spectacular event. ",And, of course, for .' me it was-- I mean I just 

felt that where every Jew in the room was anxious what was 

Tanenbaum going to do now. You know, after that" number. I did 

my own number in my own way and I held up but I knew that I was 

next to Uncle Miltie. And it was a great night. But that's been 

part of my--my whole sense is. you know. h~ving veen victimized 

f?O much ourselves: about charicatures and ster-eotypes to really 

t~e people seriously in terms of their complexity and not to 

dismiss people because of a single sentence or a single statement 

or a single image. -And that's why I made a point in my whole, 

career afterward to make . a final way to get to know Billy Graham. 

Billy Graham was just 'dismissed. I mean he was billed as a 

quacker and a Bible-thumping evangelIcal ~aptist preacher but I 

just had some sense somewhere along the way that there was more 

to this man than that public image. So in the '60's I sought 

him out and the same thing happened ·with ~lton Sheen happened 

with him. I mean we developed an incredible friendship. And--

, Q. ~- 'W,ere you criticized' wi thin- -the Jewish communi ty1 
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A. Oh, yeah. The orthodos community thinks that, and parts 

' of' the ' organization, thInk's I've ' sold out. And some of' that has 

to do wi,th the simple anti-goy , just anti-Christian mentality. 

The,rel s alot of anti-ChrIstian bias, especiaily 'from JeWS who 

come' from Eastern Europe who suff'ered terribly. And I under

sta,nd that,! appreciate :that . Some ,of the~, and this is 'a 

legi timate cri ticiam , worry that the images of Jews and Christians 

being very g~od friends. doing television with them and speaking 

on first name terms, tends to weaken the sense of difference 

between Je!"s ;md Christiaris and in the popular Jewish ·mind is 

taken to be a sancti,on for intermarriage. And I recognize that 

that is . potentially a problem but I . have to weigh that against 

the v'ery large needs of the Jewish community and Jewish securi ty. 

Our priority con~erns are the security and survival of Israel 

and Israel would not s~rvive a week if t~ere were not, literally , 

millions , of Christians in America who cared about Israel. And 

that's the basIs of political support for Is;oael. There isn't 

a president who hasn't:' known that thirty, forty, fifty million 

evangelicals who cared--(Tape interrupted) But I. what I've 

begun to fin~ is that in talking with orthodox friends ' there's 

an ambivalence. On the one hand they know that' somebody has got 

to talk to the Christians and keep up lines of friendship. 

Q. It might as well be you (laugh). 

A. And it might as well be you. Actually I had a very 

interesting moment which I've never recorded before. Durirgthe 

Vatican Counc.!l when ' we were preparing documents to submit to 

Cardinal Bayer ('1) I insis.ted that every itein We prepared be 

shared with a major ~ewish relig~ous personality so that we would 
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never be seen as going it alone and not taking our best minds 

seriously. So I arranged to show each of the three major studi~s 

"that we sent to ,the Vatican to Rabbi Heschel. Rabbi Finkelstein, 

Dr. Freihof. Rabbi Freihof the reform rabbi of then in Pittsburgh. 

a great reform scholar and Rabbi Solovatchik (?) at Yeshiva 

University, he was the dean of orthodox rabbis in the Un,ited 

states. And. nobody knows this. but Rabbi Solavatchik (?) read 

everyone of the documents we submitted. He sent me letters 

commenting on everyone or had his son-in-law write out detailed 

responses to all of those documents. And, in fact, at that time 

during the third session of the Council there was a question of 

a uniform calendar coming up, an international calendar, w~ich 

orthodox Jews particularly felt would undermine the Jewish 

calendar if it were adopted. It would change Saturdays to Sundays 

and that sort of thing. Solovatchik (?) wrote me a note which I 

still have saying ' that while you are in touch with the Pope arid 

the Vatican I ur~e you t~ . unde~~ake a special commission at my 

request to intervene to see if yo~ could stop the adoption of 

the uniform calendar. I am askiJig you because · I trust you 

implicitly. So I see Rabbi Solovatchik five, six times a year 

to discuss o~r tole '"in the. V~tican, t .o k~ep ' h~m " ~onst~i;ty in-
- ". ·r 

formed, ' as I did with 'all the others, including Dr. Belkan (?) 

who is president of Yeshiva. After the Vatican declaration came 

out, th~ first version of it, which had some reference 1;0 con-

v~rsion, the orthodox rabbinate began attacking the Vatican left 

and right. And Rabbi Solovatchik in response to that pressure 

from the right wing of the orthodox community came out and dis

avowed the whole involvement in the Vatican. So I called him up 
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and he ' said "Look. there are certain things you 'have to do. But 

I support what you did • . You had to do what you had to do and I 

had to "do this because 'of these circumstances. But I want you to 

know I .'m behind ·yo~. ,. And I said, ftBut you know you placed an 

impossible situation." He said, "I understand, but that's 

{?J ' wetre in the diaspora and that's the madness of 

living in the exile." So, I mean, but that's typical of the kind 

of response you get in the orthodox community today. And I get 

that everywhere I go. I ran into somebody from the Agudas Yisrael 

an orthodox rabbi, and it was a White House observance honoring 

Simon Wiesenthal and ·I just came over and said hello to him and 

afterwards I was outside on the telephone and he comes over to 

me and says "You don't know me but I know you. I . listen to you 

regular on WINS. 
.; " ~. . .' -

I d01}' .t .' ~~.sagree with "1!verything you say but 

you did a broadcast on the. (7) y~ar, it was a 

kiddush hashem, you "sanctified' dod's"" name; it was marvelous." 

So I said "You have no idea how much that mean.s .to me. .. 
"-r" ' . .' , 

Q. That's' "'!!!ry nice . , . 
·A. So, I made uP' niy mind a . long time ago that, and this 

really is something t learned at AJC, a central question' for us 

is to be 'effective. And in order to be effective you've got to 

be' serious and you've got ".~o do your homework first, you've got 

to study your problem and to know what has to be done to bring 

about a certain result ~hat you think is going to be good for 

Jews and for America t whatever you v·alue. Once you know that 

;V0u" ve considered all the . options and that' B the way to go then 

you go ahead and do it and worry about . the politics, the reactions 

afterward. Along the w~y you ' ve go~ to keep things from exploding 
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in your face. But, I've been operating that way ever since I've 

been here and this 1:8 my -twentieth year at AJC and we started 

out with the Vatican Council . Nobody wanted to touch it, nobody . 

Q. Did you have to convlnce the Committee, John Slausen, 

those lay leaders" to get involved or--? 

A. No, to John S'lausen's credit, I had just come into AJC ' 

so the Vatican Council be~~ri :tn . '62:. ' the ·. ~ir.st · announcements 

were in '61, it's John Slau,sen's c.redit and ~he late David 

Danzig (7) , Danz.ig was our -program a i rector,: who was brilliant. 

Danzig had a feel; eventhough he was personally s~~ular in many 

ways in terms of his.:: idioiogy and his :· trainfng", he h-ad- an uncier

standing c.f the importance" -of religion as .a factor in · cuI t\lre :; 
. . 

as a factor in politics, ·and when he heard about the Vatican 

Council he .alreapy began saying we ought . to ·look into that, to do 

something about that, when .I just had come into the scene. And 

John Slausen also had that sense. It sounds like it's important . 

We'd better pay attention to it . And so John had called Jack 

Shister (?), in my presence, had Jack go to Rome to look into it . 

So Jack came back and he ·says potentially it's of historic impor-

tance. It's going to be a major event,. the :first time in our 

li:fetime something like this will happen. We'd be.tter get to it . 

-And when I'd been at the Synagogue Council the year before there 

and I'd put on the ~enda the Vatican Council and that the Jewish 

religious community should respond to it, we should find out about 

it and see whether we ought to re·late to it. It was vetoed. The · 

orthodox community said, and I · re~pect this judgment, I think it 

was a wrong judgment but it was ·their Judgment, it's an internal 

Christian meeting I we're ·to have nothing to do with it. Never 
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mind what they say about Jews. That's their problem, it's not 

OU~ problem. So I was prevented from making any entrees to the 

Vatican counc~i then. " And that got--was part of my own feeling 

that 'when Slausen came to me and said "I want to offer you this 

job at · the Committee," I began-- I was really filled with enor

mOlis frustra1;ion there. I couldn't move anywhere. I -was con-

stantly being undercut by these king of theol,ogical bands to 

mqve. And he.re was a breath" of fresh air· with the freedom I had 

not only freedom but le~dership and support • . An~ , Slausen used to 

tell me very e.arly the importa.nt th~hg is to know what you're 

doing " and once you're clear about what is required ' and we have 

approval of it ·go ... ahead and do it and I'll back you, And I've 

had that, for twenty yea~s, With John and then with Burt GOld, 

And we really have broken ground in almost every field in Jewish

Christian relatiQns in this country and abroad. The Vatican 

Council, ADL didn't come in until almost the end of it, the 

second- session of the CO'4n~il. The World Jewish Congress didn't 

come in. They all submitted a two-page , memorandum. We did "the 

first systematic study on the textbook which documented the 

problem of anti~semitism in the Catholic teaching. Cardinal 

Bayer (?) had our study translated into six languages, sent 

~round to all of the bishops who were involved, and he said based 

on that evidence we have got to adopt a declaration to put an 

end to anti-semitism". It's n_o question this is what we!-re teach-

ing about Jews, We did the study on liturgy the same way and the 

story on the crucifiction and it became decisive. I mean it just 

changed the whole mentality , And when Bayer came here in March 

of 196) we arranged this meeting at AJC with all of the top 
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Jewish leadersh~p, religious leadership, and that's when the 

thing was clinched. He took out· the preliminary text that nobody 

had seen before and we discussed it there. There were written 

questions and answers. And that became the turning point. Well. 

it changed the whole world. I mean there's been an explosion 

since 1965 with the Catholic world. TheY've changed the text-

books and liturgy, and te.acher: trail'1:ing · insti:tutes with nuns, 

the sister Angelans (7), the Rose (7), Father Flanary's, 

Polokofsky's (?) . I mean all ·of that was ·made possible by ne 

Va~ican thing. And it's been . one of the historic contributions 

of AJC to the rmpr!lv~meht : of atti tudes t·oward Jews chE;!re a!J.d 

elsewhere. The same thing ·happened with the evangelicals. yo.u 

know in 1965 who would talk; to Billy Graham? I mean the Jewish . . :" 

commurti ty would be run out of town. .They would be regarded as 

selling out the Jewish people • . 

Q. How could you do it when other people couldn't do it? 

A. Well, by tha·t time I'd h·ad, you know, about four years 

of very good appresticehip in an agency that was really a very 

great agency. And we had a staff at that time that was like a 

post-graduate faculty at · a university. M~shall Sklar, Lucy 

Davidowitz, pavid Danzig, Ed Lukas, it was an extraordinary 

gifted group .and our morning discussions about issues, in fact 

the'y.w used to be sometimes too abstract , too intellectual. Some

how we'd never get around to what are you supposed to do about 

it. That was Danzig's weakness, he would love to talk . But 

he was an incredible--

Q. How often· Would these. take place? And is this a con-

tinuing--? 
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A. Yeah, we · have · ~t . now, Monday morning (7) , meetings. 

We have go.od d~scussi6ns now. They're .,much more practically 

oriented now. Also I think we have many more concrete problems 

to deal with. The (?) luxury of--with a staff capinet 

meeting was much more of that kind of thing. We sat back and 

topk 'a kind of a world view look and (?) that sort · 

of a thing. But the point is that over that period of 1961-65 

by then I began to really grab hold of the issues and having been 

to 'Rome several times on the Vatican Council with Zach I began 

having some mastery over the field and I began to feel .that 

there's going beyond what I had done before. I mean .r came in 

with a suPstantia1 background by that time but this was, I had , 

th~ sense it was possible to push out now to the outer limits 

and be effective. ~o, when I came back and after we got alot 

of tne Catholic programming going and inst~tutes and serminars 

and textbook studies I had begun travelling. a little bit around 

the country 'then and I had begun seeing what was going on in the 

south and I realized that the we had no understanding of what 

was going on, the Jewish Committee had no understanding. I mean 

the south was now developing economically in incredible ways, there 

was massive population movelments to the south and our image was 

still of crackers and bible-thumpers. And I began talking with 

some of the Baptist churches and I said MyGod'; this is a whole. 

new' world. Imean it'~ like the Vatican .Council· allover again. 

There's a whole empire here to be developed and explored. So, as 

things began to develop I began looking into 'how I could relate 
" ' 

to the S,Quth"rn. Baptist Convention. I brought a guy in my 

staff, "erry Strober (?) ,who I thought at that time was an, 
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evang~lical Christian. He was born "of Jewish parents, had become 

an Evangelical Christian, I didn't know about his Jewish bac"k

ground at all, He was .working on a study project of the NCCJ 

that we were doing jointly on Protestant textbooks and when that 

expired I took him on and we began looking together at the whole 

evangelical field. And theQ we opened up our first conference 

in '68. Actually I began my ownmnversation with Billy Graham 

in '66 and when the six-day war broke out Graham called me one 

day and he said "J;"m Very -werred abo:ut react.ion to Israel. There 

seems ~o be a growth . o~ anti-semitism. There's "been so much 

si~ence- -on the part" of the Protestansts toward Israel." . And 

felt . there was a kind of negative back-lash developing. Whereas 

~s some people had cried in Israels' development ~here was an 

awful lot of feeling . t~at these Jews were destroying these 

Arabs. So he said, til want ·to do something. I want to do a film 

about. Israel." I said, "That's wonderful." He said, "I'd like 

.your help." "Sure." So he had Kenneth B.lisB, and I ' just got a 

letter from him today, in fact, I'm still working on projects 

like that, call me · and I. he·lpe.d 'him ~.tt~ ~ . . script called "His 

Land". And he did th"is marvelous film about Israel. He invested 

a half a million dOliat'~ ~~ ·· thi~ 'love ' pp.em ' f.~'~ Israel, one of the 

mst beautiful pic~ures about Israel as the land of the bible. 

And then. We helpedliim promote it. · We·'dpreSel'lted it . .:1: an AJC 

meeting', . ~t ' a bO~~d ~'ee~ing, at Em annual meetil1g, and we .got it 

. around the country in m.ani churches. So Ii ttle by Ii ttle began 

developing a trust relationship and 'alot of correspondence. And 

over a period of time he proved to be one of our most trustworthy 

friends, for Israel, Soviet Jewry, anti-semitism, Eastern Europe. 
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He help~d me get three :(amilies, out of the Soviet Union who could 

not be gotten out. It's an in~redibly beautiful story ,of--

Q. How did he do it? 

A. Well~ ' 1111 tell you briefly. There was a woman named 

Rifka Alexandrovitch whose daughter, Ruth, .was put into Putmel (?) 

prison, a . slave labor camp. She had been a nurse; she suffered 

from asthma and arthritis. Her mother was terrified she was 

going to die. She was thrown into prison because she was found 

buying a bible on the black market and the KGB-- It was a pre

text beGause she was part of this wh'ole dissident group, but that 

was a pretext for throwing her in jail. And Rifka was in a state 

of panic, she was. sure that unless she got . her d'atighter out . ". . . " 

shortly that it would be the end of her. Sh·" came from first 

Riga, Latvia then Moscow where she was an Englisn teacher, she 

spoke perfec·t English, and then she went to Israe~ and she came 

here. We Invited .. :herto ~peak at Iitl ·.annual, AJC meeting. As. soon 

as she got "of'! '~h~' plan/ s~e~ s~oke at- the anual .' meeting and a ·tte.r 

that session she went over to me and she said, III want to speak to 

y"ou. There's only one person who can get my daughter out of 

prison. tt "Who's that?.. "That's the 'number one man in the United 

States. II "You mean Nixon?1I "Yes; And you know Billy Graham." 

"How do you know that?" She said, "I know in Israel that you know 

Billy Graham and he can get her out . " So I said, "Okay, we'll 

try." She told her story and .she was . just overwhelming. She was 

very dramatip an~ very mo.ving, mother and her daughter, it was a · 

very gripping story. So we first arranged for her to speak before 

the general · assembly of the United Presbyterian church in Rochester 

and it's the, first ' time they ever had a Soviet Jew do that. She 
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had a standing ovation. She was dynamite. She was a small, woman 

like th-is, a powerhouse. There was a little of my mother in her ~-. 

too, which I think grabbed me which is ~ was . doing it not for her 

but also for my mother. In any case, I called Billy Graham 

after that Presbyterian meeting and I said, "Billy, this is an 

important 'woman and I need your help. II He was getting ready to 

get . on a plane with Ni'xon to go to Austin, Texas to dedicate the 

LBJ library ~nd i 't was on a Friday • . And he said, "Look" I'll do 

what I can to help. I will be in Chicago on Sunday, this ~oming 

Sunday. If you will come with Mrs. AlexandrQvitch I'll talk to 

yciu and we'll see what we can do to help." I 'said, "All right, 

wh~t time?" "Four o' clock." "Where?" "Conrad Hilton. "I'll be 

there under a pseudoname.~ .:He: gave .. ,:me his. name . Four o'clock 

the following Sunday Rivka Alexandrovitch and I went to Chicago. 

We were there in Chic8g<?'. Came UP . to the hotel roem , just an 

incredible image:, Rivka A1exandrovitch, I guess she was like 

fiv~ by five~.' i . ~ean, that . was ' tne se~s'e :'she -gave . like t 'his kind 

of packed pe,rson 'and Billy. Graham was like f;?ix foot four. We 

walk in, Graham and I embrace and he walks over to Rivka, he 

bends d'own and kisses her and she began getting tears in her 

eyes. We sit down,. he says "Mrs . Alexandrovitch, tell me your 

story." She said, 'tDr. Graham, when I first came to the United 

States you know what hit me, what had the greatest impact on me?" 

He said, "No." . She said, "I " stayed at the Holiday Inn and I 

walked in the Hol;day Inn and the first thing I see is a bible 

open. And I walked over and I read it and I kissed it. Do you 

know what it means ~o find an ~~en bible in a room? It's because 

of that bible that my daughter is in prison." She knew who she 
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was talking to. Graham began getting tears in his eyes. She 

told him. she said. "She wanted to study the bible. It was for-

bidden. So we had to go out in the black market • . She spe~t 

fifty rubles ·to buy a bible and the KGB put her in prison because 

of that." So Graham then turned to me and ~ays "Marc. will you 

lead .us in prayer?" . And we reached out and held hands together 

. and I · ·suddenly remember the prayer for the (?) of the 

capti ves. not all o.f it but part of it, so I said that prayer 

and we were all crying like babies. It was an incredible 

emotional moment. Graham gets up and says "All right, 11m going 

to make a phone . call." He takes out his telephone boo11:. dials a 

number, it's in Florida, KeyBixcayne· • . ItH~llo, Henry., this is 

Billy. I ' want ' to talk to you about a very 'import~t matter. l .t's 

a terrible story and I'd like YQur ··help. And"' I'm personally 

interested in this. There's a Mrs . Alexandrovitch. her daughter's 

in prison, Rabbi . T~~pbaumls with me, .he has a+l the information 

about it." • i ' . K1ss1nger says to hlm, "Alright, put Tanenbaum on the 

phone." I get on the phone, Henry Kissinger, he was· on vacation 

in Key Biscayne. And he says. "I'm seeing Ambassador · Dobrynin 

on Wednesd~y. I will put this on the top of my list as a matter 

or national interest to the United States government. Send me a 

.telegram at once with all the information, with her prison ~umber 

hO:w long she's been there, exactly what ce-ll she's in, what her 

condition is in, and send it to me at the State Department. And 

I promise you I'll do everything I can. 1I I got and I wrote him 

a telegram and sent him immediately from Chicago and we talked ~ . 

little bit more and Graham said, "I'll keep after it and call me 

in a couple of days. We'll wait till after he sees Dobrynin on 
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" Wednesday and I'll probably hear . from him "' by 'then .. " In about a 

month she was out or prison.. 'Sn,e had pe.en ~n . pr~son three. years, 

couldn't get a visa from " the Ovear (?)' and Ki'ss"inger, via Billy 

Graham, sprung her out of prison. She got out of prison and 
~ . ," 

, 
came to Isr,ael . .. G.o .. ~ married and got d~vorced, unfortunatel;;, 

and had. a ·child. And :the most poignant thing for me about all 

of that, two things happened subsequently, she came back ~ain 

to get some heip for another family because there had been 

another person then. She br,ought a samovar that she had taken 

with her out of Moscow and asked ·me to bring it to Graham. And 

I ·did. When I went to see Graham at his home I brought it down 

to him. He was very moved by it. And then, subsequently. her 

daughter, Ruth, came to the United States and I was not here 

and she left a folder for me, a little leather thing, and . D:~ 

Marc, thank you for saving my life, Ruth. It's a very simple 

folder, it's one of the most beautiful things I've got and I 

kept it . Then Rivka, (Tape interruption) 

Q. You were talking about Ruth getting back to you, She 

left a package here when you were gone, 

A. . 'Oh, Ri vka Alexandrovi tch went back to Israel to teach 

in a high school, teach English in a high school, and she made 

a .project of having the students take to do a verbal . history of 

the redemption of Ruth. She had .them gather all the newspaper 

clippings, all of the letters, all of the telegrams we sent, and 

she had a book like this. It was .incredible. I mean, letters to 

the president, to the (?) and it became a record of the . 

saving of a single life, of her daughter. I, was a very moving 

document and--but it s~ows . ho~ ~~ch .~oes in~o, in a case like that 

--- ' " 
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. ',';'~ 

of just b:p'i~~.ng o~t ;one :family and we've bee-n ·. 901z:1g .l.~ with 

dozens ' of families. : A~4 i eyery one of them is that k~n9 of iife 

story, in ' different ways; George Bush did something like that 

for us. We got 'a coup~e of people out through him. Quite drama-

tic stories. And we became very close friends as a result of 

'that. He was superb. 

Q. Was it with the Mlp of Billy Graham? 

A. No~ he did it on his own. did it on his own .• And some 

day I'll have to find a way .of putting that down but-- He maee--

He literally violated protocol with the State Department. There 

was a young Jew named Gabriel Shapiro who was a dissident; a 

leader . in the dissident movement, and the Soviets were out to 

really punish him. And he had a girlfri.end here named Judy 

Silver, a very big, heavy woman, 'who used 'to literally camp in 

my office to try to get him ou~. And we thought it was a : whole 

group of dissidents who 'were going to be ·involved in his fate 

so we decided, I decided, to do what I could to help. So I went 

to George Bush one d~y and.-- . 

Q. How did you happen to chose George Bu.sh? Is he someone 

you know? 

A. No, I just called 'him ·up. I figured at that point, he 

was at the United Nations--No, we 

(End of Tape 1) 

. . ~, . , 
, " C· , " 

. 
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Q. And I'm on the date today is October 29th 'and we're 

resuming the interview in Rabbi:n Marc .- Tanenbaum's office at the 

American Jewish Committee. Last time you were talking about 

an incident in which you called George Bush and to help get the 

release of someone in the Soviet Union. Can you begin in the 

beginning of that story because I think we stopped in the middl·e. 

A. Yah, there were several episodes but this one had to do 

with a leader in ~he Soviet Jewish dissident movement, his name 

was Gabriel, Gabriel &hapiro. He was a young man, I think his 

middle .twenties, who (?) and there 

was a whole cluster of dissidents around him, A youngish, 

American. Jewish woman whose name was "Judy Silver, she was a 

granddaughter of a rather prominant orthodox rabbi in Cincinnati, 

came to my office, I don't know, it was five, ' six years ~go, I 

don't remember the date but I could check it out. She came to 

my off1ce and asked me to help her to get Gabriel out. She had 

been to Russia with a delegati~n of A~erican Jews the year before 

and had met Gabriel and fell' in ' love with him ',: but also had 

enormous re.spect for hJ~ ~s a ~ey pe,rsonali ty in . . ,the whole dissi

dent movement. ~nd the Russi~s were especially oppressive 

·because he played such an important leadership role. So, she 
" . , 

had been trying to get a~ ' visa for Shapiro to get him ou'1;; to 
. , 

Israel , and ke~t running up against a brick wall. The Soviets 

kept s~ying an enemy of the ' State, there's no circumstances he'll 

be allowed to get out.· So one day I called Ambassador Bush, who 

116 then the American ambassador to the United Nations', and asked 

if I could come down to see him and they had me come down and I 

I 
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brought Miss Silver with me and we told him the story. And he 

responded immediately, with very deep feeling, and "Gee, that's 

terribl~." Actually I had established the contact, as I think 

about it now, with George Bush: before. I once did a broadcast · 

for WINS on the Syrian repression o~ Jews and the Syrian ambassa

dor get up :8,1; the United Nations the day after I did a broadcast, 

on Sun~ay, ' and condemned me as a Zionist, propagandist agent. 

and George Bush told me that morning, he said, "You've just 

been attacked by the Syrian ambassador." He said, "Exactly, what 

the hell did you say on the radio?" So, I said, "I just told the 

truth which is that they have been denying Jews their civil and 

political rights. they don't let Jews leave the country and this 

is in violation of the United Nations covenant of human rights." 

He si·ad, . ItThat doesn't sound terrible. Let me see the script." 

So I sent the script down to him by messenger. He called me in 

the afternoon and he said t "There's absolutely nothing in that 

scr:ipt which is u·nacceptable. I mean there's nothing there that·s 

not true-.. We know' it from . our 0'#11. American sources. , And that 

gu'y misrepresented you and I'm gO.ing to defend you. II . So he 'got 

up ' in' the United Nations 'that afternoon at ,41:30 and delivered a 

speeq.h de;fending the case th,at .. I was making against the Syrian 

ambassador. So I ' ci>.lled the next day to thank him and that he 

really went' out' of hi sway ai\d he really' 

because I w~·s. · d~'f~~ding a' JewiSh ' organization--

Q. He did m~~tion the American Jewish Committee? 

(1) something 

A. He read the sqript. He read my ·script. He said, III just 

rec.e~ved the script from Rabbi Tanenba~ of' the American Jewish 

Committee. I've read the script. He had been misrepresented by 
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the Syrian ambassador. We owe Rabbi Tanenbaum an apology for 

misquoting him "and the other charges are certainly without founda

tion. And my government defends the right of the Syrian Jewish 

people (?) their human rights," So I developed 

a very warm feeling for him as a result of that episode. He didn't 

have to do it but he did", He went out of his way to make a case 

of. So then when the Judy Silver episode starte9 I called him 

and we came down to see him. Judy Silver told the story. She 

was a rather, I must say a very large woman, a young woman, she 

probably weighed about 250 pounds. She'd come up to my ' office 

and eat Pepperidge Farm cookies (laugh), for her diet. She 

was a tough dame to deal with and I say that by way of telling 

another part of ·the George Bush story. Anyway, we came to see 
. . 

George Bush and Bush was very much touched by the plight of 

Gabriel Shapiro and he said to me, "Look, I'm going to do some·: 

thing I'm not supposed to do. I'm going to violateState Depart

ment protocol. But there was a time ;factor involved. We had ·to 

get through to the Soviet Union .within a .matter of a week be

cause· they ·were preparing to sentence him and probably send him 

to Siberia. It wa~an effort to really kill · the whole dissident 

movement. - And I appro.ached him on an urgent basis. · So he put 

through a call .to the Amer·ican amhassador in Moscow, He was not 

allowed to do that. He had to first clear it with the State 

Department and get clearance from the policy to do that. So he 

had a feeling of theurgenci of this· and that possibly a person's 

life was at stake and probably other dissidents were at stake. 

So, it just so happenend that the American ambassador in Moscow 

at that time was .Jacob Veen (?) .and Veen .was a classmate of his 
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at ::(a1e and they were ·very good friends. they were Jake and 

George. · So he called Jacob Veen from his office a:t.';: the U.S. 

Mission to the. U.N. · and said th~.s is a personal call and that 

cleared it with the State Department as being . a personal, humani

tarian basis, and he · told him s·ome·thing about Gabriel Shapiro 

and he .said, "Look t you' ve ' got ,· to gQ d·own · to- :,the police tomorrow 
~. . . . . '. -

and ask to visit Shapiro so . that they know. that the United States 

government has got their eye on him. And please tell them that 

it's a matter of very high national interest in our government. 

And .we expect· them · t.o· behave .in a r~sponsi"ble fashi0t.l' , and n~t 

railroad·this guy o~t. ' There'll be hell to pay. There'll be 

rallies allover Ameri·ca' and (?) • II And he 

did that. And in a matter of a couple of weeks Shapiro got his 

visa. He's g·otten out of prison. But they made him get out of 

the country very quickly I almos.t overnight, and he went to Israel. 

In the meantime then they went after some of the other dissidents 

who were very close to him including Mark Nashovitz (?) who was 

a dentist, studying to be a dentist, and he didn't get away • 

. They sent him .off' to a · labor camp and the problem was there was 

nobody around. Almost in every case when you have somebody 

advocating, ~ike Judy Silver was advocating in this case, and 

another case Rivka Alexandrovitch was advocating for her daughter, 

and this lifted up qercause and it came to a personality. There 

wa,s nobody here for· ~J[ark · Nashkovi tz and we tried and brought a 

lot of pressure to bear but he was sent away_ In any case, 

Gabriel Shapiro was brought to Israel. This woman, Judy Silver, 

went to Israel and married him. They were married for less than 

a month or so, something like that, and it collapsed and she came 
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back to the States. which is what she told us, which re~inded me 

of the good old ' days . of .'",aging ·the enormous struggle. Part of 

the thing I was getting at with Gabriel Shapiro, Judy Silver

Shapiro, she said it was numb .(? >" sh.e married Gabriel, wa's that 

during the fight of the campaign, after, a week aft~r he .made 

his call, . before . 'G8.'brle'l .go~ his'. ~,isa~ . i " got ,a "call .. from Tom 
. '. , , 

Lias (7) who ' ~s Rich' Sl1ilpiro'g (?) admini.strative aide, and 

he says "Something terr,ible is going on. Ambassador Bush is '. ,. 
meet~ng with a group of journalists, twelve, fifteen people, 

and Judy Silver is out front of the U.S. MissiQn with a couple 

dozen kids and she has a bullhorn and she t s sO'reaming tl1at 

George Bush is an anti-semite." 

Q. How long after? 

A. This was a week after. 

Q. A week after? 

A. A week or ten' days after 'that. But it was after we had 

seen Bush and he had made the telephone call. She had alot of 

anxiety that if Gabriel w~sn' t .K,?tten out o'f prison in two days 

they were going to send 'him off to SiberIa •. And, of' course. he 

was not released in a matter of two days, 'she fel·t that somehow 

Bush had betrayed her and magically (?). you 

know a fantasy (?). So got together this little 

(?) of kids aria ·the Students Struggle for Soviet 

Jewry among others, ~ knew that, and Bush was besides himself. 

Here he was 5i tting trying to r:each .a whole bunch of Americ~n 

and foreign correspondents on some important questions and she 

was calling him an anti-semite. 

Q. How did you feel? 
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. , 
A. We-ll, I was sitti.ng. at a meeting here when ·the Bush guy 

.. ..... 

called me and I said "Th.~t' s a scandal." If' anybody went out of 

his ·wayand really risked some things, he had gotten a serious 

reprimand from the state Department, and the very least she owed 

was gratitude. So I told Lias I'll be right down. So I broke 

up the meeting I had, I grabbed a cab and I ran down to the 

U.S. Mission to the U.N. and. I came over to Judy Silver and I 

grabbed her by the shoulders and I said, 'What the Hell is the 

matter with you? Have you gone out of your mind? Do you always 

try to destroy your friends, the people who try to help you? 

You were there when he made the telephone call. You know how 

he did.it for you. He. didn't. have to do that. He did it out 

of the goodness of his heart and your 'voiding his decency by 

trying to undermine him. 1I And I said, "If you don't stop this 

immediately ~d break up this riot don't you ever call me again 

for anything and I will run you out of the Jewish communi ty •. fI 

I just threw everything at her because she , was a hysterical 

woman and I knew she had to be reached in a way she wou,ld under-

stand. Well, she got the message and she turned around she 

said (1) to JDL and the others and they broke it 

~p and went away. So I walked to the side door and George Bush 

came out·, he was taking these guys to lunch up on Second Ave. , 

and he came out and embraced me and thanked me and said "You've 

saved my life. That's all 1·· ne.eded with all these correspondents 

being called an anti-semi~e. George Bush being called anti-
. . 

semite. lI
· He said he was on his way 'to the White House and the 

State Department, But I think that's simply a matter of just 

basic, elementary fairness. After that' episode '- we became fast 
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fri 'ends. He would call me "about all kinds of things. If Jewish 

officials came to see him and he didn't know who they were he'd 

call me up and say , "Should I see these people? Who are they? 

What are they a+l about?1I I had two other cases that he helped 

me get people out. much (7). ,and some of them 

very poignant cases. A young , beautiful Russian Jewish woman 

who was pregnant, s.ix , seven months, and they .let her go but 

kept her husband back and (?) • 

So .I came down to ·see Bush and this is after the Silver e .p.~·sode , 

and he acted as if the Judy Silver episode never took place and 

did some .of 'the same kinds ·of things allover again. And he got 

, he husband out in a ' short period of time. He did the same thing 

with ,Ruth Alexandrovitch. her daughter-- Rivka Alexandrovitch 

~s the mother and her daughter was put in. prison and was very 

seriously ill and he ·did some very strong things although the 

real person who helped me get her out was Billy Graham. 

Q. You told that sto~Yt it's a wonderful story. So much of 

what you do depend~ upon your personal contacts with leaders of 

all kinds, both relig ious leaders and government leaders. Have 

you ever been disappointed when you ·~"c>ntacted someone and asked 

for their help in any way? Have you been turned down? Is .there 

any instance you can think of? 

A. Sure. This is not all fun 'and games, and--

Q. Success stories 

A. Peaches and cream, suo·ess stories. There are a . great 

many disappointments and I have frequently (?). 

We've had some y~ry gre~~ disappoint~ents with the ,Vatican. We've 

had some perfectly:marvelous meetings with Popes who say all the 
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ri-~ht things about the spiritual relationship between the 

Catholic church and the Jewish people and · then the Vatican 

Secretary of State turns around and spouts policies. For a very 

gooq example his last statement of the internationalization of 

Jerusalem' They betrayed the Israel Embassy in Rome. They assured the 

Embassy in London that nothing was going .to happen in Jerusalem and if something 

was going to happen on J ersalem they would let them kp.ow first. Th~y qropped the 

statement like a time bomb on the United Nations on the internationalization of the 

city of Jerusalem~ That's a moral outrage! And I was fit to be tied. A numbe~ 

of years before, !n fact, during.·Pope Paul's VI reign, I happened to be very close 

to the Popeis represe~tative in the United Nations, a monsignor Signonetti (1) and 

h~ on-e day came and asked to l;Iave lunch (?) have lun.ch with (?) 

and me for the sole purpOse of telling us that he bad a direct mes sage from the Pope 
Vatican 

on the . (?) Secretary of state to assure us that the Vatican had given up 

permanently· any proposil for the intermtionalization of the city of Jerusalem • . All 

they were iI;t-~erested . in were free access to the holy places. And they know they have 

that now under Israel better than ever before and all "they wanted was some kind of 

international statute to confirm what is already in place there. And I, you know 

was (?) to that in that there W~$ one front hostility toward Israel that wa.s 

dissolved. So little by. little we got to the end of the 1970 '.5 this identification 1:[ (?) . 

for the Secretary of State of the thii.d world..Iine, the PLO an.d the Arabs. We were 
. (Hussein saw him) 

overwhelming the Vatican and a. month ago he was saying so. And after that a 
, ,' .. 

. representative from Sadat saw him and he · ( .?) .then ·rfght atter that King Hassan 
All of them 

saw him from Marrocco. X:~bril).ging pre.ssure to bear for some kind of 

liiX 
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· iQt~ritationalizatioD of the city of Jerusalem. The egyptfans did Dot do that but 

all the Arabs ~d Muslims did • • The Jordanians have a special understanding 

they want ( ?) to be turned .~ver to Jordan. · 1" don't know you can read in {?) 

. the Vatican DOW for almost a·decade, they have veFY deep feelings 

(?) . it's a very disappointing .. business. 

(?) hope that out of these relationships, it is very restrained that 

they will not try to do something to intimidate them. B':lt this last act was one of 

inti~idation. And that was outrageous. 

Q. How did you respond or did the committee respond? 

A. Well, we have joint international committee DOW of all ~~e major jewish 

organizations andwe register . We have a meeting on Octo~er 21 in Rome (?) 

our people's . (?) representing AJe at which we register~ a formal protest 

about what was said and how it was done and we've a~ked for a meeting for the 

(?) Secretary of state and we're in the process of setting that 

up·.an~ there we plan tb do w.hatever we can. It'~ ~ very difficult problem. ;Because 

0;0. ODe hand the V~tican is alligning itseU with ·the European Economic community 

. (?) The Eur~pean countries now want to capl~alate to the PLO 

an.d to the Arabs. They'll buy off their opposition and miinmin indefinite flow to 

the (?). And the Vatican since it's power base rests first of all in Western 

Europe, G~rmany. Italy. France, Spain, Portugal ••. a.very large constihlencies. 

. . . 
And the policies of those governeme.nts is}et's lJuy out the Arabs. Recognize 

the ·PLO. They want to impose the peace in order to assure free access (?) 

and the Vatican City conform~ to that. And the United· State ·~ has' notHing terribly 

. . 
helpful? I[(?) to that •••. the White House and they tIiIIilfX g~t inixed );ignals 
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( ?) II so it's a massive, massive problem. A 

great challenge is' how to find the right conception of how to cope with that and 

it's: n9t e.~sy ••• force of history, but .go ahead and try to do it. I have no' "illusions 

about that. () ?) inhibit their going very ' p.lblic· and 

. pressing aggressively ( ?) The National .Council of 

Church ( ?) United Nations 

dominated by Arab Chri.stians who sit in on all their :.:(?) who write ' all 

their statements about (?) about Israel. We just had a meeting in 

Crakow the end of August .. w~ walked into the meetin&" and there is a re:solution 

on Jerusalem c~ntending that Israel is one sided, unfair, unjust resolution written 

by --- ~d i know the guy who wrote it and the guy happens to be a (?) for the PLO. 

And he was told by Arab (?) this i~ what I wan~ you to (?)" so they 

(?) .' : so we had this meeting AND I led off the discussion and r ( ? 

I got"very tough because I felt who am I playing games with? . (?) discuss 

t beology and ' (n. and moral values w~.i1e these people are out there undermining 

Jewish existence (?) I started by saying i"l:)at. y~>u're making •••• you're --- I 

don't know ( ?) this 'relationship at an but if you are ( ?) on display 

it might be impassible to· continue. You are doubtless enemies of the jewish people. 

People who are .Qut to destroy us. And we're not going to make. any .pretense about it. . -'" '. . 

We have good good relationshlps and dialogues going when year after year you adopt 

. positions which ate threatening the very exist4nc~ of Israel and of Jersalem. Then a 

few other,S joined in including Professor .(?) of Jersalem and by the time we 

finished the Christians in tp.at · ~oom were besid~ themselves. ' A bunch of these were 

Western Christians ( ?) and then they had a private caucus. And · 
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they adopted a statement suppo~ing Qur point of view and de·~ding that the 

Central Committee of the WQrld council of Churches hear ~: delagation.' of Jews 
.. . 

and :lsraelis to make our case on Jerusalem and ask them. to repeal the statement. 

It's nit going to happen but a~ least something ~ppened there 'bl:E.t with that group 

and it was a una,nimou6' poisi,ton of all the Christians. or the Christian 'Committre=of the 

Jewish people. But it's a minor,; victory because the positions have been adopted:' 

and we have to continue the battle. In that sense part of this work where you are 

d.:alingwith in a sense the religious side of political IX>sitions, it's like Sisifus (1), 

you keep pushing the rock at" the mountain and you' have very little ho~ that you 

will get close· to ~e top of the mOlUltain before the rock of ( ?) falls down. 

And you sit there .:' (?) You know that you are going into this minefield • 

. And that the mines are all pointing at you and you still go out and try to detonate 

as much as you can. Defuse ' a:s many as you can. And it's just plain percentages, 

. YOlJ. '11 ~ever '~ake any ultimate difference. But tba~' s p~rt of the job. Compensation. 

comes-with meeting with many ~hristians within the United States, it's the kind of 
this Baily Smith episode (?) 

thi.ng·likedriendship with Billy Graham and ---- (?) .and you ' 

know a lot of ·people. are horrified abo~t that. The important thing that pnappened, more 

important than ~he statement he made was the response and I have really filed the letters 

and telegrams, resolutions 'adopted by Southern Baptists Evangelists condemning him 

(?) their love -for Jews and Judaism. There's a marvelous cartoon we have 

in the latest new sle~er of an angel sitting at the switchboard in heaven called the 

Celestial Telephone Company and the cap.tion on it was the ·ci.ngels says, "I"m sorry 

Doctor Smith, you'll have to wait a.few more mintutes, he's talking to a Rabbi now. II 

Q. (laughs) 
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A. B.ut that's been art ·encouragement. That's the product of more than 

twenty years of working with evangelicals. Which the American Jewish 

Committee dId because nobopy else w~ted . to talk to them. In fact there was a 

time when I started talking t9 Billy G.ra-ham that people thought I was going banannas • 

. Q. Here at the Commit.tee? bid you. have .critisism when you began that? 

A. No, the marvelo~s thing about the Committee was that while people may 

have personal reservations, there is a certain 'resPect that ---assumption that ---

they thought I knew what I was doing ---:my 'staff knew what we we~e doing. They let 

~s do it though they thought it was a waste of .time, foblisbness, nonsense. And then 

~f it ~orked, it's marvelous •• ~you're a dancing girl. I operate very strongly--- the 

basis approach ybU have in this work is first to study very carefully while we are 

working. I spend a great deal of time sinse we study this whole area and I read 
" . . 

probably everything I can get my hands on in terms of Southern style, Southern culture, 

Sou~hern religion, politics·"and I have a sense of some vast churning .going on, some 

churning. I read a great deal of Billy Grahams material and I saw th~ .. were 

insights there', ~ kind. ' of ' opennes~ in certai·n pI'aces and' that .. ' . -
it had to be tested whether it could be ·with all of them. And 

so I moved in that dt'rection when I felt ' that there was . a prob

a·bili ty of chari.ge . and it worked ', I saw that it could work and 

it did, Anq whe'n we saw what happened when Graham came 'to 'the 

AJC meeting i .n··Atlanta i'n a spectacular speech. We had people 

who didntt want to come. We had people who cancelled their 

reservations when we wer~ ' inviting Graham, when we were inviting 

these primitive, or fundamentalists, anti-semite. In the popular 

mind the cliche was that evangelic ?LIs were all anti-semi ties , 
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Well, that's not the case at all. There are millions of Babtists, 

Southern Babtists, who love Jews, who see Jews as brothers and 

sisters under the skin, that both of us have suffered terrible 

persecution for freedom of conscience, for religious liberty. 

Babtists suffered terribly in America. In Virginia they were 

thrown into prison, · they were arre.sted, they were shot for de

manding the right to carry out Babtist wor::,;hip. The .Anglican 

church was the established church and they wouldn't allow them 

to p~each. The Babtists who've gone through that history know 

that history. They were the foremost champions of religious 

liberty in America and their greatest contrib~tion was pluralism. 

Their intuative feelings ·about ·:that were Jews is powerful and 

whenever we sit and m~et with t~em that ~q~es out immediately. 

They. see us as their greatest allies -and we see them as very 

great allies in that field (?). So all of that history as well 

as the·i~ . a~pr~c~at-i~n o~ t .he ·bibi·e, ; and the? feel ·great indebt

ness to ,Jews fpr the b.ible, it's through us that their greatest 

treasure has com~ I that th.eir very _stro~ . (?-) 

and we have been building relationships allover the United 

States. We have the most extensive program with Southern Bab

tists and·· Southern presbyteria~s of any J~wish group in America. 

Q. Are these ·the same people who make up the moral majority 

and --? 

A. Not really. The moral majority is the right wing 

fundamentalist wing- of the evangelical community (?). It's a 

very diverse group. The core of the Evangelical Christians is 
the Southern Babtists who number about thirteen million people. 

And there are·· Southern Presbyterians who probably number about 
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five, six,million people. And there are Southern Methodists 

who are part of the Methodist Church, the Methodist Church itself 

has about ten or eleven million people • . A good core a good part 

of that are Evangelical Christians. Then' there are a great many 

independent Babtist ch~rches, there are some thirty independent 

Babtist (?). All together they number forty, fi~ty 

million people. Now the Fundam~,ntalists ~e the ultra-Cpn,servative 

wing of the Evangelicai ' co~unit; who have ' very little to do with 

other Evangelica.ls ~ They _. v.~irig ~he fact" th~t the.y're heretical, 
" 

as it is now. So our work with the moral majority group has 

beEm, . on" the ope hal')d t ,' .to expose tl).e ideology of the .mor~l 
;. " . ', ' '. . .' .... : - ' ~',' 

I ~ 

majori ty, . Wh~Ch' we ' t.~ink is threatening '" to American · democr.acy 

and pluralism al1d that' .s ylhy 1- moved ahead with that m~eting 
.,./ 

with Jerry .Fall:we·ll . (?). Now at first a standard conversation 

wi'th him about what you're doing, you ·better understand what 

you're doing , at least· in my perspective, and I must say that 

his response was. phenomenal. He was sitt~ng in the chair that 

you're :sitting in, in· fact. But he really got in touch with 

the rest of America. He. was contrasted, for example, with some

body ,'like Dr. Jimmy Allen. who's the former president of the 

Southern Babtists, who's a moderate, very co~itted to social 

jstice, very committed to human rights, has been a very great 

friend of Israel and on Soviet Jewry, and the Israel govenment 

' were holdirig hearings on the law dealing with religious liberty 

.and missionaries they invited him to ' testify as a friend ' of the 

court. And he came and gave very g~eat testimony and the orthodox 

Jew~', David Glass, expressed his ,deeepest appreciation for him. 

So there are Babtists and there are Babtists. There are white 
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Babtists and there are black Babtists. 

. . 
Q. Have you had any contact wtth these Fundamentalists 

groups at all before? 

A. Yeah. but ·by and large negative. (Interruption) Yeah. 

my first experiences were disastrous with them. In 1969 we 

organized a ~ont:~~~nce , with the· Evangeli.c;~a~ · Theological Sbcie~y 

in Santa Barbara, Calif~.rnia. They were holding their annual 

meeting. And these were ali of the major Evangelical Theologians. 

(Interruption) So we had this meeting with the Evangelical 

Theologocal Society, it was ~ur first major conference with 

them, we bra.ught together a group of Jewish scholars in Santa 

Barbara, and ~t ~s a very nervous, anxious meeting because these 

were ultra-conservative ·theologians and they were struggling to 

find ways of talking to Jews with respect to Jews and at the 

same time to tell them that we're not saved that to be saved 

(Interruption) So. well we had this meeting and it's polite and 

pleasant and everybody's trying to be as nice as we could to 

each other and we were trying to warm up and it was like a first 

blind date. And-- But it begins warming up and we have Jewish . 

scholars present papers, very impressive papers, the Evangelical 

scholars p.re.sent very impressive papers and then, by the end of 

the second. day, an Evangelical Hebrew Chris.tian, I'll never 

forget his name, Dr. Louis Feinberg, gets up on the floor and 

he's a very. Fundamentalist guy and he says "This meeting is a 

fraud. It ·is an" .act of hypocracy because I have heard noone 

. here testify· to the fact that no one is saved except that he 

. accepts Jesus Christ as his Lord and Saviour. Only by the blood 

of Jesus is our solemn sins forgiven." Well it was like the PLO 
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coming intp & meeting a dropping a hand granade and the damn 

thing just began to expl')de. And the Jews felt put upon, as if 

we .had been . invi ted to their seminary and ·they suddenly decided 

that they we.re taking us hostage, spiritual hostage. That was a 

very touchy moment and. they · were embarrassed, The Christians 

were more embarrassed than we were, especially the more· sensitive 

among them. Well, one of our scholars, Samson Levey, was s.tahding 

at the microphone and he. was inf'uriated ·by this and he got up and 

he delivered a speech, just · in reaction to this in anger, in which 

he began going after what he took (?) to give 

the irrationalities of Christian theology. Jesu~ c.rllcifiction 

. was notning other than human sacrifice, ·the reg~ess.ion to barber (?). 

I ~e8.n he 1J;egan giving it on the level wher!! all of his guts were 

spilled out. · It was a nightmare. So I finally got up when I 

sa,.w it was getting out of hand and I tried calmer . ·words and I 

remember saying something pacifying, some placebo, and I just 

tried to move the meeting to the point where we finally declared 

the meeting adjourned. I said there were some very good ·things 

here, some import.ant things here, and we shouldn't let that be 

washed out. But this is an indication of what happens when you 

get a fanatic w.i th ~x~!~me position which are beyond discussion 

and when you insist · hav,i~ orily y.our own way. And when you insist 

having only your own way then ·you get somebody who insists on 

having only their own way on the other side and you have disaster. 

So that was the meeting wi th Fl .. mdamental~~ts, a major group. I 

thought we began making some progress with them, they began seeing 

Jews as people for the first time, but tllis ·one guy threw his 

time bomb and t:ttat ·did ·1 t. Anyway, there have been sever~l things 
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like that. I mean I've had experiences in speaking in a synagogue 

in Florida and a guy got up and said almost the same thing. It'~ 

like a kid that throws a -tantrum at the end of the IQ,eeting becau.se 

the meeting-- becaus~ there were no conversions at that meeting, 

no decisions for Christ, it was useless. Well, that's aro'und, it's 

all around it's .all over the country an~ you have to now antici

pate it. But this""is a different thing, ' though; the whole moral 

majority aliiance with ultra-conservative politicians is a 

different ~eality because now you've got a mixture of religion . 

and PQiitic~l orga;rtiz~tion and an idealogy of the Christians 

(?) there's a whole different 

kind of chemistry and the responsibility is to, one of my 

friends (?)unpack it, you've got to unpack 

the ' elements to understand what's here. Unpack the politics 

from religion and ' then deal with it each in their own way. 

Q. Is this a concern, the concern with the moral majority 

and how to combat what's happening, just something that you are 

doing in the Committe~ or is it something that the whole Com

mittee is involved in and how do you work with other departments 

to attack an issue , such as this which might cross the boundaries 

of a department? 

A. . It's an agency-wide concern and -we've had a number of 

major staff discussions . We had one at the Staff Cabinet meeting 

at which we di"scussed it in terms of a whole range of components. 

This deals with one side of it. The (?) Evangelicals 

deals primarily with the role the Evangelical churches. far less 

wi th the poli tmlcomponent on it although it keeps spilling 

over. Th,'en there is the right-wing lunatic fringe as the term 
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has b~en used that of the KKK and the American Nazi Party which 

is part of the' atmospherics, though, :this ul tra-conservati ve 
. . 

atmosphere that exploit in the anxiety that those things emerge. 

So Milton Haller~n and his staff have done a ' marvelous, a really 

excellent job, first of all in getting ·data and then by a written 

superb memoran.dum that was used by the NEC. No, it's an inter

departmental concer.n. It's just that the thing that has happened 

is because' the electronic features I deal with are so media 

conscious that they're . called media freak/? that in confronting 

them and respond.ing to them so you t 'end to hook into their 

media attention. It's because we take them ~n-- Now, I don't know 

what would happen if we took on the KKK, if we did something in 

relations-- .Vlell, actually I did yesterday with Suffolk County · 

the Daily News picked up · a quotation about that, too. But our ' 

other work which is serious ~nd extensive has not gotten as ' mu.ch 

attention. But I do think that's because Of the fact that the 

electronic creatures (?) h~ve got much-, irJdr~ attention then 

politicians. But" it's a major agency concern. That's why the 

N1!6 meeting now, when we put ·that · di scus"sion together we had 

Allen Crawford who did a political analysis of the conservative 

right wing and Dr. ' J¢D1I!lY ·All.en did ~ re.ligiolls · side of it. .AII of 
. . . 

that was ' part of our wli"ole agency approaph. 

Q. Do you have personal-- You seem to get alot of meaia 

attention and you do alot of travelling and publid sp~~ing , do 

you ever feel sometimes that the policy of the Committee, which " 

is to do .things behind the ·scenes,. is-- hampers you in the way 

you do things? 
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A. ' No t --

Q. Or are you really free to do--? 

A. No, actually whatever I do-- I haven't taken a single 

po.si tion on any of. the major issues without consulting" standing 

AJC policy or ge.tting clearance with Bert Gold or Selma Hirsch. 

I som.etimes have. some differeing interpretations of .our positions 

and I'm very careful about not .pushi~ those too far but some

times it becomes essential when I'm put on·the line .that I 

have to declare my personal views which may be--

Q. Can you--? 

A. Give a case in point? 

Q. Give a case of where you differ. 

A. I tend to feel ' t'ha~ we , :~_ave gRt'" 1;0 be· more forthcoming 

and communicate to the Ca~holic comm\l~ity:~as well as the ort.ho

dox Jewish community, that '~e -C?B.re apout' th;: educ~tion 'crisis 

that they face in the private school system" in :, the 'parochial 
, -

'school s-yste-m. , I thirik it's not imough .simply to ',say ,tl1at 
., . .... . ' 

they'r.e violating chlirch and state in parochial schools. ·.I 

uphold the separation 'of church and state and :t don't :think ' 

there ought to be any government funds for the support of reli

gious instruction in schools. But I·do think there are aspects 

of the parochial school problem, ~ealiy crisis. They need some 

help. For example I I sat_ .down with Murray' Frie9,man from our 

Philadelphia office, to talk through whether it's possible to 

support auxilliary aid for remedial, therapeutic services for 

children in school without violating church and state. And we 

consulted with some of our. lawyers who said .yes, they felt it 

was not a violation. It could become a borderline case and I 
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encourage that we .try to find every constructive way to relieve 

some of the pressure. You know middle class, blue collar people 

who're sending kids'j ethnics, jewish parents, orthodox, who're 

sending their kids to parochial school, to yeshivas, people 

earning twelve,. thirteen thousand dollars a year, fifteen thousand 

dollars a year, are sending three, fQur kids through school and 

have to pay tuition four, five hundred, eight hundred dollars a 

year. And they' re sUfferi"g~ 1 mea';; they are hurting very 

badly. And I say that' , if you care about i"~'l"~et-group relations 

you have to pay attention to that. So I have tended to take a 

very positi~e attitude. to l~t Catholics know that we care about 

their. children, ,about 'parents who are' hurting, that we're not 

simplY saying nyet to ever~thing they're asking for but that ' we're 

going to try to· find constructive alternatives, within the 

constitutional principle, and we're going to work at it actively. 

There's a great sense of apprecia~ion for that in the Catholic 

community. TheY're not as~ing us to violate the law, they just 

want to know that you ·care. Just as I thi~ Jews know that it's 

important for us that there are many catholics and Protestants 

who care about us a~out things that hurt us. Who are going to . be 

there when we're hurting on anti-semitism, who are going to be 

·ther·e on Israel, who are going to be there on Jerusalem, who 

are going to be there on Soviet Jewry • . And it's a two-way 

street. You can't have it when you-- You know I say this at 

some meetings with Jews who feel that you .can say anything you 

want, you can be as negative and critical and hostile, and Chris

tians are still going to cpme and give a crack at your door when 

you want them. I mean that's , first of all, it's incredibly 
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arrogant and it's a fantasy life, there's no sense of .realism. 

In human relationships · t~ere·s got to be a cert~in amount of 

sharing. People have to know that, yeah, okay, you were there 

to help me and the human quality is to say that you were there 

when I needed you ~ want to be there when you need me. Without 

treating principles, as it stands, ' it's an attitude • . And one 

thing that I tried to do in· this · agency has· be.en wi thin the 

confines of our position to communicate this kind of caring 

to Catholics and others.' I've " ~itt'e~ s~me pieces' about it. I've 

published some things in a book about it and I think that's been 

. a very important.: c~nti'ibution to : the frien9ship we'v~' had' in the 

Catholic communi·ty. They know that of all the Jewish agencies · 

at least the American Jewish Committee is not dismissing us, is 

not calous and indifferent, they're really ·trying in good faith 

to 1'ind ·a way to help. 

Q. Do you think they see that? In the ·Catholic community? 

A. Oh, yeah. They write articles about it and they say that. 

They make distinctions' between . groups who are out simply to try 

to destroy th~m, as they see it, undermine their school system. 

So that's been a factor and --

Q. Have you ever had to fi~ht within the Committee for an 

issue of something that you've believed in where you had to fight 

within ~he--for a position, for the Committee to take a position 

or not to take a position? 

A. Well, this has been one of them, the aid to parochial 

schools, and I've participated in a debate pushing ' our support 

for auxilliary services for schools as means for providing .for 

remedial reading, fo~ therapy, for me dUal services, that the 

.J 
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whole thing now about bringing buses and those kinds of services 

to the street in front of a school so th*t the kids come out 

of the parochial schools and use the buses so that there's no 

violation of the use of the property. Well, I've fought pretty 

hard for that in a couple of lay committees for that to happen. 

I've fought for us to have this German program. We have· a pro

gram now on the revision of German textbooks and b~ingingf 

working with the University of (?) which is now 

examining textbooks in the whole religious and secular system · 

of Germany and producing new books and in .cooperation with us 

to teach about Jews, Judaism, theNizi Holocaust and Israel. 

There was a certain kind of ambivaience about that, not wanting 

to touch Germany, worrying about whether JeWS will understand. 

what we're trying to do. And; in fact, a year ago, more than 

a year ago, I proposed in a session in one of our annual meetings 

on the German {~hing and there was a reluctance to want to touch 

it, like an unguided missile that can explode in your face if 

you can't handle it right. But we just had it this past week 

it was a sensational session. We brought over a German scholar 

who I proposed bringing over and he made a marvelous presenta

tion. There was alot . of anxiety. you could feel the anxiety in 

the room. Could you believe him? It's not true. They're not 

changing, they don't care, they' ·re all Nazis, they're all anti

semites. So ~hat was~- I know there were other. issues along 

the way. In the Vatican Council, too, I ('1) an 

enormous amount of verse (7), certain ways of doing things, both 

in Rome and here, how we held with statements (7) because of 

alot of feeling about that. some ponflict that we had to deal 
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with that. But, generally, there was a very creative atmos

phere, it was a kind of creative competition which I welcomed. 

There was a differ.ence in point of views but they were honest 

differences in most cases. 

Q. Your whole staff, do they generally feel that they can 

disagree and fight within the confines of the Committee and not 

!el that they're going to lose their job in any way? 

Q. Oh, sure. I, in fac.t, sometimes I think they err in 

feeing too much with us. NOt there's just too much agreement 

and sometimes consensus. ·An agency that's alive and vital and 

is dealing with very hard issues can stand a good measure of 

creative debate, intellectually searching, pushing as far as 

we can go and we have them. We have honest discussions. It's 

just that on any number of issues there's so much consensus about 

real things we don't debate about how you fight the Klan or the 

Nazis, only it's just a question of method. You know that they're 

an enemy and you've got to zap them wherever you can. With the 

Evangelicals there was some reservations. But, you know, I've 

been here now for twenty year's and there's a certain sense that 

people have that I know pretty much what I'm doing, I don't 

start getting involved in something unless I've really done my 

homework. And when I make a reco~~ndation that we really ought 

to move forward on something I've got a track record. And we've 

had alot of success stories and that's put me in good stead. 

It's just that I don't squander that because I don't say that 

because of that they believe in something silly or foolish or a 

flash in the pan. Also I've go.tten aEttle bit more silver (laugh). 

Q. If you were given all the m.oney you wanted for programs 
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what would you like to be doing? 

k> You mean at AJC? First I would say I would take off six 

months and finish a book and retire (7) . 

Q. What is the book? 

A. I'm doing a book on this whole patriotism and piety thing 

and I've written five or six chapters . 

Q. Is that the title? 

A. No, no, it's kind of working thing that was .at one time 

of an Evangelical renaissance and-- I may, I don't know, depend

ing on how things turn out • . That's hard to say. I--I--It would 

really take a very long discuss ion. One of the first things I 

would want to do, we have a task force for the 1980's, I'm not 

involved in that, so I don't know what they're doing but I know 

for myself I would (?) of the best minds I could 

find in America, on the one hand, and cpea~e somewhere a kind 

of a summit meeting of the best Jewish minds I could find, in 

America, In Europe, in Israel, Latin America, to go somewhere 

~r a week or so and to look at the Jewish condition in the con-

text of the world condition and do the m6s~ thorough examination 

of what's been happening in the Jewish situation and in the 

profound transformation since 1973 with the emergence of OPEC 

and superpower and the availability' of billions of petra-dollars 

and the propaganda campaigns in the universities. etcetera. They 

have a major strategy to . delegitimize the Jews , to delegitimize 

Israel. The thing we ' re talking about is the thing started at 

the U. N., and anti-semitism here and the investing in this 

country where they can . It' s an effort to (7) Jews 

out of the mainstreet and remove the sense that we're a valid, 
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legitimate community that's playing on -the conscience of people 

in support of the (?). I "don't know of anyplace 

where we sit systematically to look. at that in ·a global way 

and then devise strategy and--

(End of Tape ' 2 - Side 1) 
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A. r've got involved with Norman Lear, th~ producer of 

All in the Family in this business of creating a counter media 

blitz against some of the moral majority kinds of things 

(?) 

Q. Where is the money coming from for this new-;.;-1 

A. Well, he put it up himself, $)50,000 to buy time to do 

the commercial to get it started and raise . another $600,000 from 

contributions and r've been helping him raise some additional 

~nds from people who care about this sort of thing, both Chris

tians and Jews. It's really just gotten started and it may 

develop into something significant. But what struck me was 

here's one man who's a master in media, really a genius, out of 

his own personal concern oame to me and said "r want to do this" 

and I said "Fine, do whatever I can to help you with 

issues, etc.1t And his first commercials are now allover the 

country_ There've been fourteen major market cities and we're 

beginning to get (?) • 

Q. I've seen one, yeah. 

A. They're good. 

Q. Very good. 

A. And you can get all the organizations together, all the 

(?) 

Catholics, all the Protestants, all the Jews. with all the radio

television, couldn't put together a single commercial. But you 

get one guy who's that kind of professional, who makes up his 

mind that he's going to use his talent and knows how to do it, 

for him it's like, you ~now, cooking eggs for breakfast, he does 

that all the time. We don't have that in Jewish life (1) 

adequately I sufficiently. in terms ·of the basic (?) in 

Jewish life. I think somewhere along the way a Normal Lear kind 
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of approach to Jewish concerns here and abroad, somebody who's 

really masterful. All we g~t are these kind of superficial 

things tnat go ,on, you know you get the Jewish Guide in 60 

Minutes or they'll pick up the Moral "Majority, They describe 

the problems from an American point of view and the Jewish 

quality doesn't come through. Bill Moyers wouid do something. 

Somebo~y on A.B.C.'s 20/2~. We hav~n't really created an ongoing 

mechanism with people who have that kind of standing in the 

profession to work at that in an organized way and it becomes 

all the mo~e serious problem for us because as the Evangelicals 

dominate the airtime Jewish messages become less and less. 

Occasionally something will come out, there's a big series being 

prepared now called The Education .and Jewish Civilization, which 

will be helpful. But, I mean, tnat's one aspect of it and the 

other thing to be that I think that I would. if I had more 

staff, more resources, I would bring a kind of Jewish 

(?) who would systematically go through the 

country where we had major problems and work, in an organized 

way, to see to it that an area is covered t~oroughly, that key 

opinion makers are reached systematically. Now, we do alot of 

that but we have (?) resources. We haven't 

(?) 

(?) in Philadelphia. Jim Williams (?) was first 

asked to do it and he asked if I would do it. 

(?) I said, IIBill, I'm 

more tired than you are, and you knww the program. you go and 

do it." So he went there last night. ' But, you know, I run my 

staff ragged and we have r _egp;lar people in the area, officers, 
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there just needs a better management thing of resources and 

personnel and better -mobilization of' resources that is "keyed in 

with our priority needs around the country. Sometimes we get 

involved in (?) themselves, but you, know. ( ?) 

some domestic proble~s in ~eighborhoods and something like that. 

It's important in it~elf but remote from my central concern. I 

think we need a better method of defining our priority. keeping 

in mind it'll be ;adjusted to needs but (1) in our 

resources to make the most effective use of that at the time 

when it's most needed. And I have to say I think one of the 

reasons why this department has been effective and gets the 

attention it does is ~e spend alot of time studying and antici-

pating major (?) developments. And we studied the 

Evangelical thing, as I mentioned , before anybody else wanted 

to and we ran the first conferences on it, we published the 

first books on it, we had the first background statements out on 

it and, as a result of that, because it was media meat it got 

very prominent attention. The effect of that was to give us a 

certain authority. We have a certain authority in the Evangelical 

world. th~ Bahtist world. Since the Bailey Smith (?) thing I've 

got a dozen invitations to speak at Babtist seminaries and colleges 

as a sign of friendship for Jews. i can't possibly handle i .t. 

Jim will do some, Judy'll do some and me some. Ihope we get 

around as much as we can with other Jewish scholars. One of the 

things I have to face all the time, and I'm just getting used to 

it, is because this department. gets alot of media attention and 

we get alot of media attention because O'f a certain perception 

that I have, and I think my staff shares. After you read studies 

-------- ------ ---
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such as those of Daniel Borstein, he has a book called America 

and its Discontents. Bor-steins thesis is that television and 

advertising on ·television are the most powerfUl forces for 

establishing cultural values, ,heroes, .images, incentives, models 

for imitative behavior than anything else in America. There 

impact on the cultural climate, on the attitude and feelings 

of America, is more decisive than all the ch~rches and synagogues, 

more decisive than colleges and education, In terms of their 

effect on the purchasing power, the patterns that people buy, 

I mean, they move America from buying certain kinds of cars to 

other kinds of cars. They get children to buy certain kinds of 

cereal and not other kinds of cereal. You ~now you can't be 

happy unless you use a certain kind of deodorant. So that the 

values of that are powerful. Billy Graham and the Evangelical 

~rld understood that and it wasn't Billy Graham who grabbed that. 

It was a group of Evangelical billionaires who felt that .if 

they're going to have impact on America, it's moral value system, 

they really want to see put the laissez-faire capitalist system. 

They needed somebody who was going to articulate their values, 

the greatness of America as · well as the greatness of religious 

values, includirig the . Puritan value of hard work and (?) 

They made Billy Graham. Hearst sent a memorandum down after he 

once heard Billy Graham at a crusade, "Who's this guy? We're 

going to make him a national !-igure." The Ca.tholics did it with 

Archbishop Fulton Sheen • . lie became "Mr. Catholic", a human, 

sunny, loving char~cter. And he humaniz~d .the Catholic church 

and went around the image of the Catholic church that it was 

threat (?) ~o American liverty. I mean tbat's what Kennedy 
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had to defend. The closest thing Jews came to that was a combina

tion of a couple of people. At one time Joshua Rothstein did a 

book Peace of Mind and he didn't really become national, he be

came regional, but" he was a very attractive, very intelligent 

guy and he was talking about deep. human needs and self-fulfill

ment while caring, he got some attentio~. Rabbi Heschel began 

getting better attention. He had a limitation because he spoke 

with an accent and he was European, but hi"s message was so per

ceptive, profound, value oriented, that Heschel began to emerge 

as a closest equivalent of a Billy Graham or Sheen in his own 

way. And I did everything I could to help him. I introduced 

his first book to the United States, I - was .an editor in a pub

lishing house, and I did that because I felt that we needed 

somebody. I wish' he had spoken the King's English but in the 

absence of that what he had to say was so profound and so moving 

that I felt we had to do as much as . we could · to move that forward. 

Well with much lesser sense I have the same sense about use of 

the media for our purposes. We would have to make a million 

speeches a year to try to reach the kind of people we reach when 

we do one program on the Today show or now the CBS Sunday morning 

thing. Now. (7) all of the country. I'd have 

to travel around the country, my Whole staff would have the travel 

around the country sixty times to reach that many people. So 

there has got to be a rational s~nse ~hat this is no simply a 

megaiomania or ego gratification, although I think they get ego 

gratification out of that. You get your kicks out of being 

effective and getting attention. My real sense is that it is 

the most effective means for achieving certain ends we have in 
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mind. One of the major ends I ·had was to 
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(?) of 

Jews as a major resource, a major treasure, a spiritual, human 

treasure for America and the western civil.ization. That we're 

not what our enemies paint us to be; we are not what the PLO 

says we are, we're not Zionist, settler, state people who are 

Fascist racist imperialists. And the only way you counter that 

is by much more effective use of the media. And that's why I 

pay a great deal of attention to that·. When I worked on the 

Holocaust program it was always (7). Nothing has 

reached Americans and people throughout the world, that something 

about the Holocaust's horror, as that program. I did the same 

with Jesus of Nazereth for NBC. The whole statement about the 

Jewish background of Jesus. It wasi:an Italian, Franco Zefferelli, 

a great producer, came to me and said "I'm gOing to break these 

old laws (?) about Jesus, about Jews, about compassion. It And 

I spent months working on it. I flew to London to help him cut 

. the film. I'm working on something now with NBC I've got to get 

the guy's who finishing the fi.1m The Diary of Anne Frank. Those 

kinds of messages feed deep sentiments of a positive kind about 

Jews, Judaism, ab.out Israel, about our history and the importance 

of taking the Jews seriously. And the forces organized against 

us to undermine that are massive. This whole movement that's 

saying the holocause ie. .. a hoax. I mecyt, if that isn't countered 

that's going to become the ·world (?) 

It's an obligation to see what reality you're dealing with and to 

know there are certain things yo~ t?;ught to pay attention to. 

Q. Has any consideration every been given to the Committee 

having a television program? 
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A. Oh, no. 

Q~ Or Jewish organization? I guess there's the Eternal 

Light. 

A. The Eternal Light is on, yeah,. ~nd the (7) Board 

of Rabbis have alot of programs. There are lots of programs 

around but not-- TheEt~rnal Light at one time was a very high 

classed program, sometimes a great program. When I was a student 

at the seminary I worked with (?) as an assistant 

when he was doing the radio program. I thought he was a great 

witer and produced some very great programs, deeply moving pro

grams. There's not a single great Jewish program around today. 

Eternal ~ight is good but in a certain sense ~t's peaked and 

people have heard i t before, ',~i i t' s a repeat i · there '.s .somelb:hing 

tired about it. It comes every once in awhile with some~hing 

fresh. But if you look at the media there is not a. single, identi 

fiable, major Jewish media event on any sustained basis, at 

least here in America. You get pieces of ·things, you know, you 

get a piece of 20/20 but it just becomes a smail thing but 

(7) going's to come through. I think there's 

a very large need. It's more difficult now because of the Evan

gelical thing. The competition from the Evangelical worled, the 

amount of time that they have, the time they bought from the 

network affiliates, has become a major threat. 

Q. What role do the lay people play--? 

(Interruption of discussion) 

Q. I wanted to ask the role of lay people in the decision

making process in your department and how are they used and what 

role, in general, do they play, and what kind of relationships 
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have you developed with laypeople over the years? 

A. Well, it's probably more ambiguous in this department 

possibly than i .n others, although we've been working at it very 

seriously especial ly with our national chairman, (?). 

Our former chairman, (?), was really issue and 

task oriented. I mean, he had a feeling about anti-semitism, 

which he, himself, experienced in the ex~cutive suite, and he 

was determined when he came in, wanting to use the· department 

with how to deal with problems. And lay people he saw, if they 

could help support it, fine. But he wrote articles, himself, 

about it which no other lay person did. Leonard was that kind 

of task-oriented. Miles and · Bob Jacobs were especially gifted 

in trying to work out lay-professional relations and spent much 

more time with that. I see the ambiguity out of the fact (?) 

that in certain areas of this work it takes a certain kind of 

lay-professional confidence. Imean, there's the business of 

knowing Christian theology and knowing Catholic theology, and 

knowing Evangelical theology. You can't get that in instant 

lessons (?) and you can't fake it. You can learn more aQout it, 

and I hope our pe.ople do .learn more. I think along the way more 

and more is learned about it. Frankly, I think our lay people 

just by sitting o~ some of the sessions know more about it 

than most lay people in ·any other Jewish organization. First 

they know there is an Evangelical . and they know there are Funda

mentalists and they know it's possible to have friendship with 

a Billy Graham and a Jimmy Allen, .which other people don't know. 

Also the business of teztbook studies, it's a very technical 

. __ .' ... / 
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thing and we even in my own department the only person really 

competent to do that is (?) and (?) 

and (?) are not involved in that. It's a whole 

different exp~rience. ' She does the programming of passion play 

studies. It's a highly specialized thing. One of our lay 

people, Kurt Kellman (?), for example, because he comes from 

Germany and has had a great interest, he has just done a study 

of the passion play ~o! us. Thatts also a semi-professional 

role. He's a lay person acting as a professional, doing a 

professional job. There ' is the area of policy making and we 

have been trying to do more and more of that. For example,- on 

the 75th anniversary we had not made a step in terms of planning 

for that without having a sub-committee on the 75th anniversary 

out of whom all th'e ideas have come to plan. for that. And 

that's been a very healtnything. Tim Likofsky (?) is the 

chairman of that and ·there are other people on that committee. 

That's a good model of how to work. And ideally we need to be 

doing more of that in other areas of our work, in relation to 

the Evangelicals and others. One of the problems was a staff 

problem. This depar,tment is over-produced and under-staffed. 

It is, given the fact that we are all together four pro~essionals, 

I was hop~ng you knew this. We covering a countrY ':'t.~at ·has _J~5 .... 

'Iifi2~.£O? '~2~}i·i . touching (?) the Vatican, touching the Royal 

Council of churches, 'programs in Asia, contacts in Africa, in 

Latin America. I every sense it's absurdity. What you try to 

do is pick and choose and pick aspects pf this which you know 

are central themes which means, though, that you do not have 

enough manpower to be able to do justice to lay-professional 
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relationships and we have to provide for that". One of' the 

biggest problems in this agency is that we need executive and 

adminis~rative help, we don't have that. I need an executive 

assistant who does nothing but run an . office. I don't have 

that. I have a secretary who does ·as well as she can but it's 

been just very difficult to get that in terms of the budget. 

But that's how a well run operation would run. You would make 

sure you provide enough help for program, enough help for 

executive baCk-Up to see to it tha.t the program could work most 

effectively and enough of that administrative executive help 

would be also by running lay-professional relations. Somewhere 

along the way, before I retire, we'll get to that, hopefully 

sooner rather than later. 

Q. Shall we stop now? It's a good time to stop. 

(Interrupt;::"n' of Interview Tape 2 - Side 2) 

Q. This is Mimi Alperin resuming the interview with Marc 

Tanenbaum and today is November 13th. I want to . know how you 

feel about .Jerry (?) receiv~ng an award at the 

Jabotinsky dinner from the Israeli government for his support 

of Israel? 

A. I think it's important. at the outset, to see it in 

some context. First of all. the Jabotinsky dinner was a political. 

ideological event, it is not an event of the Israeli government. 

It was organized by the Herut revisionist pa·rty and primarily 

was a fund-raising function to raise funds which are undoubtedly 

are going to be used for the political campaign of the Likud 

next November. So, in that sense, it was not a government function. 

Then the context was that a humdred people who have ostensibly 
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had records of service to Israel and to the Zionist movement 

were honored. Jerry Fallwell (?) must be seen as not only one of 

the hundred but one of, perhaps, a half dozen Christians who 

were also honored. NOw, Billy Graham was honored and quite 

legi timately so. Graham has been a very great fried of Isr,ael 

:foom the very beginning and has b.een an intimate friend of people 

like Golda Meir and Rabin, and others. He's done a very great 

service to Israel especially at periods of great crisis such as 

the 1967 war and 1973 war. He deserved to be ·honored. He did 

this great film on Israel wllL"ch · we coll~borated with him on, 

called His Land. Also honored were two protestants, Dr. Franklin 

Littell t?), who deserved it, and the Eckhardts (?), Dr. Willy 

Eckhardt (?) who have been -- (Tape interrupts). So what I'm 

trying to say is that it was appropriate to honor a group of 

Christians. The problem became the notoriety of Fallwell. Had 

Billy Graham been there Graham would probably have gotten as 

much attention as Fallwell had. He certainly would have repre

sented a balance against which Fallwell's presence would have 

been relativized, would have been seen ~n some proportion. 

Because the election just took place and because of all the 

prominence given to the moral majority Fallwell stuck out like a 

very large· thumb and one saw the distortion the media gave to 

that by the fact that the New York Post wrote a piece as if the 

whole Jabotinsky dinner ,was organized for the sake of honoring 

Fallwell. The whote headline was that. And 'on the television 

camera had much less about the Jabotinsky dinner than they had 

with personal interviews with Faliwell. ·So in that sense it 

became one of those distortions that the media frequently 
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perpetrates and I wouldn't get terribly excited over it. Fallwell 

deserves to be acknowledged. He has been a great friend of 

Israel for some twenty-five years. He never misses an occasion 

to speak words of, support for Israel. He als,o has given alot 

of money to Israel. He's planted some g~dens, and trees in 

Israel. Given the fact that the Jews are so isolated and Israel 

is alienated in the United Nations that the Pope has been saying 

peculiar and troublesome things about Jerusalem and the Palestin

ians. The Royal Council of Churches has been doing the same 

thing. We can't exact to be a purist about who your friends 

are and now that we're moving into a new administration in the 

United States with a Reagen presidency and these conservative 

Republicans are going to play a very important role in the next 

administration, we've got to find a way selectively how to work 

wi th people who are suppor'tive of Jewish interests and be 

critical of them when they are anti-d~mocratic ' or anti-pluralist, 

which is the line that we've been taking. 

A. But you feel free to be able to do that? 

A. Well, I don't think that we have any alternative. I 

think :p~"bple who treat them as if they' remonsters or stereo

types will in fact make mon~ters out of them, will in fact 

alienate them. The truth of the matter is since I saw Pallwell 

I had lunch with the president of the Moral Majority in New York 

and Dr. Carl Mac Intyre (?) who came here to see me just yesterday 

says his 'problem with Failwell is Fallwell is not Fundamentalist 

enough for him. Anyway, it's not-- One of my press used to say 

"Life is mightier than logic," and by abstract logical category 
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you become very circumspect and even precious about who you work 

with. We're not in that business. We're not in the business of 

trying to produce pure events and you have to realize that people 

who would prefer'. for example, to relate only with liberal 

Christians, how do they explain going to bed with the· National 

Council of Churches which has been struggling to come out with a 

more balanced position and ends up endorsing the PLO as the sale 

l~gitimate representative of the FLO. So there are no ideal 

situations and you have to-- The whole theory of how people 

relate to each other in a democratic society, and the theory is 

that of selective participation. Nobody gets involved totally 

in any one organization to the exclustion of others. I mean, 

you. work selectively, and that's how I work in Religious Affairs. 

There. are certain things selectively we can do with the Roman 

Catholic Church. We cannot go the way they want to go, as they 

would like us to go, on abortion and aid to parochial schools. 

yet there's a whole area where we can work with them. And the 

same if true with the Protestants and Evangelicals as well as 

with other Jews. 

Q. Okay, I want to skip to your experiences in Southeast 

Asia. How did you--? I can understand your personal involvement, 

but how was it decided by the Committee or those, let's say, Bert 

Gold, that you become involved? Or did you go to him? How did 

that happen that. you became so involved in the relief efforts 

and really raising American consciousness to what was happening 

in Southeast Asia~ 

A. First of all, we had a number of precedents for that 

~ind of involvement in humanitarian, refugee projects before then. 
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In 1968 I was approached by some people from Biafra, there was 

a big Biafran struggle to develop an autonomous republic indepen

dent of the Nigerian government, and a number of Biafrans, Negro 

Christians, came to my office, sent to me by Christians with ·whom 

I had worked in other areas, Catholic Relief .Service, Church 

\'lorld Service, asking if we would help. And in those days the 

Christian Ibos. who were called the Jews of Nigeria, were being 

massacred by the thousands. They came here with photographs of 

their children who were dying like flies. They started 6ff by 

saying what's happening to us is like what happened to the Jews 

in Germany in 1930, we're being destroyed by the tens of thou

sands and nobody's paying attention. So we organized an American 

Jewish Emergency Relief ~f~ort for the vic~ims of the Nigerian

Biafran conflict. I brought these people in to meet Bert Gold, 

Bert met with the officers. ·he made a decision then, and we called 

together twenty-one Jewish organizations here at AJC and we 

organized that intra-Jewish Emergency Relief Effort for Biafra 

Nigeria . It was a very important contribution, they'd never done 

anything like that before in the same way. We raised alot of 

money, we helped provide doctors and nurses, literally helped 

save thousands of lives. NOW, against the background of that 

precedent, and the feeling that we had that this was an appro

priate thing, a necessary ~hing for Jews to do, in order to over

orne the kind of calluusness to human ·suffering that was taking 

place in the world, that when the Southeast Asian episode emerged 

with the destruction of so many thousands of Vietnamese boat 

people, it was almost a replay of what happened in Nigeria-Biafra. 

At that time, 1978. the president of the International Rescue 
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Committee, Leo Churn (?), called me' up. He knew that I was 

concerned about these matters as a Jew and as a representative 

of' AJC and as a human being. He was then putting together a 

delegation of fourteen prominent Aineric~ns who'd be willing to 

go 'on a semi-governmental, fact-finding mission to look into 

the plight of the Vietnamese boat people and he asked me if I 

would join them. So I said I was interested in doing it if I 

could and I discussed it with Bert Gold and Bert authorized my 

going. So I went on this mission and I was transformed by it, 

I mean it really ' changed my life. ' We went through every refugee 

camp in Southeast Asia, Hong Kong. Indonesia, the Phillipines, 

Thailand, Singapore, and to see p~ople literally dying before 

your eyes, mothers holding children, collapsing from hunger and 

malnutrition. I couldn't sleep for nights after th~t and I was 

determined to do whatever I could when I came back. I mean, for 

me it was like looking at S0me of the Jews who were left after 

the Nazi concentraion camps. I mean children with bodies that 

were bones, just sacks of bones, bloated bellies from starvation, 

hair that was turned orange from protein malnutrition. And I knew 

that, I didn't think about it logically, just my human response 

to that was one of we've got .to. do something about this. What 

kind of world is it that allows Biafra to take place and lets 

hundreds of thousands of people die, in Uganda 400 thousand, 

500 thousand massacred, and now · this. And you cannot ·say you 

don't know about it. It' ·s on television, · on radio. The problem 

is that It's very c;l.bstract and remote, you watch it for 3 minutes 

on Cronkite on television and then .it's over with. So I came. 
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and I discussed it with Bert. Bert called together .a meeting of 

some twelve important Jewish leaders, people of substance, and 

we made a decision to set 'up our own fund to try to raise some 

funds for them and we did. There were some very important Jews 

who carne to that who themselves had earlier come to Bert saying 

what are we doing about it, people like Albert Parker, who's in 

the movie industry, another fellow from Washington who owned the 

Bal timore 'Col ts, peopl.e of real substance t and then then some of' 

our own leaders, Richie Moz (?) was there, Morris Abrams was 

there and others. So we ma~e a . decision that AJC would get 

involved and I saw that, as I came back, that Catholics and 

Protestants were raising money but my own feeling was that a 

great many people did not understand the magnitude of this 

human crisis. did not realize how serious this was, and that 

there had to be some organization taking place, some interpreta

tion of this. I also felt that it was an occasion to try to 

help Christians understand what Jews went through, the terror 

of being abandoned by the world, of being literally confronted 

by a world that was escaping the reality of the massacres that 

were going on . So I began travelling around the country organizing 

ecumenical and inter-religious groups and literally every region 

of the United States we .probably have organized forty, fifty 

groups with the purpose of having them .number one receive refu

gees and number two help raise funds and I guess the third thing 

was to help them become rehabilitated when they came back. And 

to the credit of the Jewish community after, I think, AJC drama

tized the seriousness of the plight· almost every major Jewish 

group began to get inovlved after that. The Reform Seminary, 
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Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk (?) of HUC, sent a letter, he, himself, 

is a survivor of Nazi Germany, sent a letter to every reform 

rabbi in America asking every reform congregation to adopt at 

least one Vietnamese family or one person and literally hundreds 

of congregations, not only reform but conservative as well, Jewish 

community councils, Jewish federations, began doing that. The 

Jewish community has resettled something like eight to ten 

thousand refugees. And that was taking place at a time when 

we were also burdened with receiving Soviet Jews, Iranian Jews, 

but nevertheless the Jewish~;heart was big enough to be able to 

receive these people. Jews wanted to make a statement to them

selves and I think to the Christian world that we did learn some

thing from the Nazi experience, that you don't stand by while 

human beings are dying before your eyes. And it really, to me, 

has been one of the magnificent chapters of the American Jewish 

community and it's created a kind of consciousness that while 

Jews are overwhelmed by their own problems there is such a deep 

sense of humaneness and ca~ing, compassion, that when tragedies 

like this strike Jews will be present. I just got a letter yes

terday from the,' presid~n~ of the .Church World S~rvice, a very 

warm letter. expressing deep ·appreciation for the contribution 

AJC made, we just gave them $10,000 not too long ago, and he 

said this is a model of what happens when Christians and Jews in 

America collaborate in great human iss~es. So we had all kinds 

of values not the least of which is that we helped save literally 

tens of thousands of lives. I think one of the most important 

things, I've gone back three times to Southeast Asia with the 

International Rescue Committee, one of the most important things 
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that happened that was that our delegation came back, we met 

with President Carter and Mrs. Carter, Brzinsky, · with Vance, 

Cyrus Vance, with a large luncheon with senators and congressmen 

in the Capitol, and the most important thing that we did was that 

we got President Carter to . issue an executive :order to the 

seventh fleet in the Phillipines that was there, steaming in the 

harbor, polishing brass, that they must go ~nto the South China 

Sea and whenever they see a boat in trouble they were commanded 

to get the people out of the water b.efore they drowned. Prior 

to that sixty percent of the Vietnamese boat people were drowning. 

It's incredible. 

Q. And the Seventh Fleet would stand by and watch? 

A. And the ~eventh Fleet they sent in ships and helicopters 

and they kept waiting allover the South China Sea and whenever 

they saw a boat in trouble somebody would signal them that they 

needed food or water they went in and took them out or gave them 

provisions. And, literally, it has virtually brought to an end 

the drowning of the Vietnamese boat people or the Cambodians. 

Then after that the ·Cambodian crisis took place and that was the 

last trip I took in February with Liv Ullman and Joan Baez, 

Bayard Rustin, Eli Wiesel, and Leo Churns. and several others, 

and a great many Europeans. We brought twenty truckloads of 

food and medicine to the border of Cambodia. The Cambodians 

wouldn't let us in, we turned around and took it back to the 

camps in Thailand, (?) and (?) , 

which are two of the major camps, and we distributed that food 

to the Thai Red Cross and it helped save thousandsof lives. And, 

to me, it was one of the proudest chapters of my twenty years with 
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AJC. And- thank God that AJC's had the vision and Bert Gold has 

given us unqualified support in these kinds of things, he and 

the leadership of AJC. And I feel very grateful to AJC for 

making that possible. And he gave us the chance to really 

change the mentality of thousands of Jews in America. 

Q. One of the criticisms against the Jewish community is 

that we've become so parochial, that we've become so concerned 

about our our own people and our own issues that we can't look 

beyond. It seems to';.;,:me that this i s-"-

A. Well, it was not a deliberate factor but it was a 

secondary factor in my own thinking that while Jews have been 

very free in criticizing Catholics for being single politics 

people, which is not true, but, generally, there's a kind of a 

libe~al, doctrinal, approach, dogmatic approach, where you see 

all these worst features in everybody else. The Catholics are 

concerned only about abortion and "aid to parochial schools. It's 

not true. They get involved in a great many human crises all 

over the world and have very broad vision about many domestic 

and international problems. - They say the same things about the 

Evangelicals, now, that" ail they care about these, and in part 

that's been true, too, but there are " many Evangelicals who've 

organized their own World Relief Service and I kept running into 

them. I have problems. with how they operate · and they make condi

tion of giving aid, in many cases, to their becoming converts to 

their churches . And to many Jews it is true altruism, we don't 

ask anything "in return. AnQ., ' :.-t think, the e:ffect it has had on 

Christian leadership and on peop l e in· Congress is that Jews as 

human beings in the twentieth century care, indeed, about Israel 
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care about Soviet Jews and specific Jewish . problems. the Jews 

also care · about the caridi tion of· the human .fainil.Y and just don't 

talk about it but do something about it. That we're present. 

And you see that in the response of congressmen and senators in 

their recognition that . with all the problems we have Jews have 

found enough conscience in their souls to be present when people 

are hurting. And I think it's had some political effect. It's 

had some political effect on Christians. Not incidentally, as 

part of this picture, one of the most impressive things I saw 

in· the camps for Cambodians and Vietnamese (?) in 

Thailand, in particular, were teams of Israeli doctors and 

nurses. With all of the problems that Israel has. with all of 

the efforts of isolate Israel, to paint Israel as some kind of 

moral pariah, the Israelis were among the first to send over 

teams of doctors and nurses. They sent over four teams, I saw 

the fourth team when I was there, and they did a fantastic job. 

They put an end to epidemics of all kinds, malaria. choleria, 

typhus, because they had very great experience working with 

these kind of e.mergency hardship cases especially in Sinai 

with Bedouins. So we spent some time .together there, we met 

the Israeli ambassador there, gave a reception in her honor. It 

was a very high experience, deep experience for me. 

Q. Do you plan to write about it at all? 

A. Well, I've kept notes and files. I've written a few 

articles and have done some television. The problem is that I've 

got to find some time to write generally. I'm working on a book 

now on the Evangelical phenomenon and I've written about five 
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chapters on that but I can barely ,find some time to get back to 

it. 

Q. I want to ask you something about your children. You 

haven't said anything about your children, I haven't given you 

an opportunity but tell me, you have three children? 

A. Three children. As you may know I've gone through a 

very great tragedy with a divorce which was a nightmare for me. 

I've Just about gotten out of it, this past year. This was a 

completely unexpected thing. The children, thank God, are fine. 

We have three children and they're superb, superb human beings, 

and didn't deserve to have this tragedy inflicted upon them. My 

wife wanted the divorce, I didn't want the divorce, anq she~:.s-

I'll just say a word about "it, I don't ~ant ~o make--you know, 

it's a personal matter, bu~ my wife was born in Qermany .and she 

was taken away from her parents when she was eight years old. 

And for about three years she wandered through the Netherlands, 

England, the United States, and she suffered a very deep break 

in her personality and suffered a very great sense of abandonment. 

When I met her one would never know that. She was finally 

reunited with her parents when they came to the United states 

after 1938,'39. She's a beautiful woman, very bright, she's 

phi bet~ kappa, she was studying to be a psychologist and very 

vital. tremendous vitality. And I fell in love with her very 

early. 

Q. When did you meet? 

A. 19-- We were married in '55 and probably met in '53. 

But it had not become evident until a little later on that 

beneath that surface of vitality and normalcy that there was one 
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of her-- She's been in psychiatric care for most of our marriage. . , 
There was a volcano of I'.age and anger, constant explosions, and I 

well, I learned to live with it, to accomodate with it. My 

father used to bang into the heads of the thee of us, my brother 

and sister. you make your bed and you sleep in "it, and I'm quite 

traditional in that sense. My values were that you don't break 

up a family and if you make a mistake you've got to make the 

most of it. You've got to affirm whatever is affirmable. And 

then when the children were born that sort of shifted some of 

the focus and they were a source of enormous pleasure and 

gratification. I used to, when my first child was born, Adina. 

she was a c:olicky child, I used to stay up every night with her 

rocking her to bed and I've never forgotten those moments. It 

was-- I was bleary-eyed when I came to work "at AJC, it was 1960, 

but those were very precious moments for me. I changed diapers 

and took out the garbage. Because I enjoyed that, I mean, I 

felt that--it was not a big business for me about women's lib 

and consciousness . In any case, just to round out the story. 

it was a rather stormy. tempestuous marriage. There were: ~ery 

many positive things in it otherwise we wouldn't have stayed 

together for twenty-two years, but there was so much anger and 

rage that it became immobil~zing for me. There was an enormous 

amount of guilt that my wife used to inflict on me and it got to 

be horrendous. It was a combination of those personal character

istics and then , later on, she grabbed hold of the women's lib 

movement, the" most extreme version . of that, which made demons of 

men, this idiological thing that men are the enemy and I began to 

see that transformation taking place ih her. So, it exploded one 
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day. She confronted me in January, 1977 and said she wanted a 

divorce and separation. I was traumatized, I could not under

stand it. We were going to a marital therapist and the therapist 

had told her that she's got to get hold of herself and she 

cannot allow herse.lf to get caught up in this kind of business of 

ideologically monsterizing men . In any case, our three children 

are marve l ous young people that continue to be. Adina is now 

twenty-one, and she's completing her last year at Barnard College. 

She went this past year, she spent this past year. in Jerusalem 

at the Hebrew University and before that she was at Barnard 

earlier and Yale. She studied, as her younger sister, Susie, 

is now studying, at the United Nations International School and 

they've' gotten marvelous educations. Adina is something pf a 

linguist,_ she speaks fluent Russian, "French, Hebrew and she 

went to the Hebrew University to study Arabic and she's very 

good now in Arabic, what she does with that I don't know, but 

she also has become a very religi"ous gir'l on her own and she's 

become quite orthodox. She left Yale because while she did very 

well at Yale. she felt that her environment was not Jewish 

enough for her and so she came to Barnard in order to be together 

with a bunch of traditional girls who are also very bright and 

very learned. So I expect that some day she, on her own, is 

going to surface in some kind of leadership role, She had 

everything going for her. She is musical, she dances marvelously, 

she's got a great zest for life and she's just very bright. A 

marvelous student, she was the val edictorian. In fact one of my 

great moments, despite the tragedy I was going through at the 

time, she was named , the valedictorian at the United Nations 
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International School and she came to the--and the gradu~tion was 

held in the general assembly hall of the United Nations, and she 

came up floating in this beautiful pink gown anq standing in the 

platform of the U.N. with all of the sighs behind her, Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq, and she delivered this magnificent speech 

she wrote about (?) 

Q. Had you seen this speech before? 

A. No, oh no, en.tirely her wwn creation. And she did a 

talk about_ the philosophy of time, time they spent t'oge~her, the 

students, and it was a very Philosophical,- poetic address and 

I was just stunned by it. And she got a standing ovation from 

all the students, including the FLO kids and the Lebanese and 

the Africans. It was a great moment for me. Our son--

(End of Tape 2 - Side 2) 
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4.. Michael was probably the most brilliant of our three 

children. I'm not saying that because he's a boy. He has an 

incredible analytic power and he, in some ways, is a child of the 

1960's. He has, literally, mastered American history and has 

read all the revisionist versions of American history and he 

got in trouble ' in high school because of it. The history teachers 

used to talk about Washingt.on and Jeffer~on and Maq.ison and 

Michael used to sit and mumble, "Yeah, Jefferson was a slave 

owner 'and he had a .black concubine." And he went through that 

whole historic period and the teacher didn't like that, so he 

got into trouble. Whenever I used to go down,to testify before 

a congressional committee or meet with some congressmen \.l-or 

senators, I used to . go in and sit down with Michael and I'd 

say I'm going to a foreign affairs committee or foreign rela

tions committee. And he would say, I1Well, you know the Voting 

record of Dick Clark «(?) on this legislation?" He used to 

memorize--he didn't sit down and memorize but actually would 

absorb the American almanac of politics which had the voting 

records of all the congressmen and senators. That was his 

bedtime reading. And he had this grasp of every political 

movement that was going on. But he has something of this very 

critical, almost radical, orientation toward the establishment 

since childhood. When he was fourteen, fifteen, he began to 

feel that the whole nuclear energy phenomenon was a threat to 

the quality of life and to survival. We had alot of debates 

about it and we said well, we've got to find a way to preserve 

nuclear energy t the real issue ·is safety technology and how we 

.-..... """"'-'.' -'--' . 
...: .. --- .,--'~ ~ .. --,.;.:. 
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enforce that. He didn't want to hear any of that. He felt 

that the military- industrial complex was so determined to make 

profit that people were secondary to profit. So he began marching 

in all the anti - nuclear parades and he continues to this day. 

He watches that stuff very carefully and he feels the toxic 

waste business, all of those, the American people are expendable 

in the m,tnds of the - -. So he has this kind of radical bent and 

I miss him very much. I just don't get to see him that much, 

occasionally conversations, telephone. He's-- I think if he 

sorts himself out because the divorce has hurt him, he generally 

feels that the adult world is crazy. I mean, he feels mhat this 

business of the disproportion of money that is spent for arma

ments and nuclear weaponry while people are starving and dying 

allover the world is an indication of the kind of anarchy, 

moral anarchy, in the worl d and 'he stands against that. But if 

he, you know, pulls himse l f together and transcends this diffi

cult time he'll find his way, i think, somewhere in the political 

arena. I got him a jo.b a couple of years ago in a political 

c'ampalgn and there were few things that gave him greater plea

sure. He used t 'o go out 'in the street, get up early in the 

. morning and work till late at night h~l'l:ding out --~. 

Q. \llho t s campaign was it? 

A. Well, he was in O'Dwyers campaign. · At one time he was 

in Gene McCarthy's c:;unpaign. So, that's his shtick. 

Q. Does he plan to go to college? 

A. Yeah, but I think this year he's going to sit it out. 

I think mainly it's because of this transition period which, 

thank God, is coming to an end . Susie is a ball of sunshine. 
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She's now fifteen years old. She has been since childhood, I 

guess it's true frequently of third children. She walks into 

a room and she lights the room up. She sparkles and she's 

filled with humor and great sense of fun. I love all the chil

dren and I participated in raising all of them, not "as much as 

I I m sure I shoul.d have especially-- The first ten years of our 

marriage I didn't travel at all. Then at AJC I began travelling 

more and, of course, I did not spend as much time as I should 

have but I was always home for weekends and usually two, three 

nights a week I was home and I tried to be as 0105e-- I used to 

work with the 'children homework. Susie I used to put to bed 

every night and read stories to her and tell jokes and we just 

had a marvelous nighttime ritual. I used to say prayers with 

all the children at night, Hebrew prayers. Susie is now flower

ing (?). She's at the U.N. School, she's among the most popular 

children in her class. It used to wonderful to come home when 

she'd have a birthday party and see this bunch of Indians and 

Japanese and Pakistani and African kids would come in and she 

was the life of the party. And they loved her and she loved 

them. And she used to carryon correspondence with kids all 

over the world who were her penpals. Interesting (?) thing, as 

a kind of a footnote, is that going to the U.N. school made 

better Jews of the kids. 

Q. I was going to ask, I'm curious as to how you happen to 

decide to send them to it. 

A. Well, we originally thought of sending them to a 

.Solomon Schecter school in our neighborhood, they were putting 
.... 
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one together, but the quality of it was poor, they hadn't had a 

decent faculty and a bad curriculum and we wanted the kids to 

have the best possible education. So we began · searching around 

at all of the schools. There was a U.N. elementary school, a 

kindergarden elementary school in our neighborhood in Queens, 

they had Parkway Village, which was a lovely setting. There 

were apartment houses and a very large park in the center of it 

and playground and they have the choice of some of the best 

teachers of people from allover the world, English speaking 

teachers. I know they nave the European curriculum, I ·mean it's 

a no-nonsense curriculum. When they finished th&t school and 

yen half a chance you really learned and these kids got extra

ordinary educations that I don't think they've gotten anywhere 

els.e. And apart from th.at, the human relationships, I mean, 

these kids have been growing up to live, be citizens, of the 

twenty-first century and they're at home in ·the world. Th~ 

extraordinary, almost dialectic, went to work there. In the 

U.N. school each of the kids · is. endouraged to ·talk about his 

culture, his religion, his nation and Adina became the ambassador 

of the Jews in her class. So when ·all ·holidays came around 

she was called upon to talk about Chanukah and pesah and 

Shavuous and Sukkos and she would come in and do demonstrations. 

She would light candles and bake latkes and you would see these 

kids from allover the world eating latkes and she would sing 

songs with them and teach them how to dance. And they did the 

same thing with her so learned about Buddhism and Hinduism and 

as well as the Western religions. And Susie's had the same 

experience. So in that sense they have been really prepared with 
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good educations, very .good human relat~o~ships and have an 

awful lot going for them. 

Q. You should be very proud. I only haye one more question. 

Where would you like to see yourself ten years from now7 What 

would you like to be--? Would you like to still be here in 

the American Jewish Committee? What are your ambitions for 

yourself? 

A. .1 don't know; I really don't know. I'm so busy trying 

to get through this week that I don't even have time to think 

about 1981. I, you know, have been tempted-- I think right 

now, frankly, my first prerequisite is putting my personal life 

together. I want-- I'm not a loner and I don't know how much I 

want to say for the record, I just hope someday I ~eet someone 

and weill marry and rebuild some kind of personal life cause 

itls not possible to continue having this kind of rich public 

life and not have the per.sonal, emotio.nal nurture that comes 

out of a relationship between two people who care for each 

other and can depend on each other. I have not had too much 

of that and so that's one of the high priorities. I've been 

tempted, during (?) the time live entered the AJC over the 

past twenty years, but especially over the past, I guess, four 

five years, with anumber of offers. At one time George Bush 

proposed my name to the Nixon administration to represent the 

American government at the United Nations Commission on Human 

Rights and it was given, apparantly. quite serious consideration 

and then some internal politics entered into it, namely some 

Jews who had given alot of money to th,e campaign and who were 

active politically. So I have thought of, at one 'point, of 
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embarking--

Q. Would you have liked that? 

A. What? 

Q. Would you have accepted that? 

A. Well, I'm not sure, I'm not sure that I could have, in 

fact, been effective because I think the United Nations is a 

snake pit and unless 'you' re there representing-- I mean I have 

the greatest pity :for Yehuda Blum who has to sit there every 

day and take that kind of abuse. At one point I had , thought 

and some people in government had talked to me about becoming 

involved in world refugee problems because, if anything, live 

had a real capacity to help people understand the human side 

of these problems and m~bilize response. And I have felt, you 

know, as a Jew, as a person, that's one of the most important 

things to do. There's so much suffering "in the world. I've 

seen so much pairi and (7) terror. that if I could do 

anything in my life to help mitigate 'some of that then I'll feel 

I've lived a useful life. I just have a sense alraady that I've 

said it, some great ID9ments, that if I were to die tomorrow 

I have the sense that I've done something useful with the time 

I've had here. I literally have helped save tens of thousands 

of lives and it's no small achievement. But ' those are kinds of 

stray moments, fantasy moments. I'm very content with my work 

at AJC. Every wee:/:l: ·, every month, there I s an enlargement of my 

capacity to be effective here . I see now that aImost everything 

we. touch all the big problems we suffer now is success. If we 

have any more success. stories i think our department will cave 

in. I mean just with the Women's Conference and Ingrid was in 
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this morning what do we do to follow up? Where do we go frqm 

here? More conferences, more books, more publications, more-

That's great. But we've got that kind of thing now with the 

Evangelical world. We've got to face the who l e moral majority 

iss.ue. Well, that's going to be years of work for us. And 

we've got the capacity to do that in ways that on other Jewish 

organization do, in terms of relationships. I mean., no other 

Jewish group has a network of r~lationships with Evangelicals 

so that we turn to Billy Graham .and Jimmy Allen and that whole 

world. And that's going to be politically a very important 

piece of work to do during the course of the next several 

years under the Reagen administration. 

Q. This might be the time to lobby for more staff and 

more funding from the American Jewish Committee . 

A. Well, we do, you know, incrementally our budget has 

tripled since I came into the agency, our staff has enlarged 

somewhat. We do need more staff, there's no question. The 

workload-- I mean, of all the depart1l).ents ion the agency we're 

the one department that has front-line troups. There's just 

nobody else out on the front-lines the way we are. Our people, 

Jim Ruden, Inger Dubell (?), Judy Yanke (?), Imean, day after 

day after day they're out meeting with Christians, they're out 

attending their conferences, they're out standing against these 

resolutions, against Israel, . against Jews, so that we do need 

more hands and feet of competent people and we thank God they're 

all magnificent people with enormous devotion, very great talent 

and ability and Ithink they're among the finest representatives 

of the Jewish community. I don't think the Jewi--sh community ' 
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really understands or appreciates the depth of their devotion 

and their e:ffecti veness_. When you watch Jim at the NCC and 

Judy Banke at a conference on Catholic educators, I sit there 

and I glow and, frankly, my whole policy has been to try to 

develop stars and superstars cause I think those self-fulfilling 

capacities get all the way down to the AJC and to the Jewish 

community. People who are repressed and denied and filled with 

frustration simplY are not going to give their best and my 

people come in every ~ay looking for another ' challenge, what 

more can they do that's' of service-. And we have a family re

lationship, there's an enormous sense of mutual appreciation 

here. So that means -a grea,t deal · to me and so the point of it 

is yes, more staff but like the .staff r've got now. 

Q. I can't think of another thing, I'think we've really 

covered alot. What I think I'll do is we'll have this transcribed 

and then you will see it and--

A. Some of the personal stuff I may want to--

Q. Well, you can do whatever you-- It can be closed. 

(Int erruption of tape) 

Q. ~kay, tell us about--

A. One of the ~ther major highlights of the program that 

I've been proud of that AJC made . possible, in 1970, this was 

three years after the six~day war · when there was so much mis

understanding of Israel's victory and there was so much silence 

in the Christian world, especially liberal Protestants. about 

the meaning of Israel and Jerusalem to the Jewish- people. I 

proposed to Zvi (?) the Dean of Humanities at the 

Hebrew University that we sponser an int.ernational conference 
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at the Hebrew University. The theme of it was Religion, Land, 

Nationalism, Peoplehood, that whole cluste,r of interaction, 

interacting themes, which are generally not understood in the 

Western world. And we brought together a few hundred people 

not only official representatives from the Vatican, World 

Council of Churches, scholars in the United states, Christians 

and Jews, but for the first time we brought together in Jerusalem 

representatives from Buddhism, Vietnam, Indonesia, Hinduism and 

several Islamic scholars. We .also brought in some scholars 

from Africa. We talked about the meaning of the land and 

nation, tribe, people in the African religions and we produced 

a book that is now a basic work in that field, it's in English 

with sections in German and in French, and it provides one of 

the most comprehensive looks at this theme, which is the critical 

theme in all of the national confliGts allover the world. So 

I've regarded that as one of the impo.rtant achievements of our 

department. It never got terribly much attention in this 

country and if it doesn't appear in the New York Times it doesn't 

happe,n, but it happened and it was a blockbuster. And it made 

friends for us. We have friends in Africa that we keep contact 

with that .grew . out of that meeti~g. , And some day I guess we 

ought to be doing more. things lik~ that. 

Q. There's still a -- very little understanding. 

(End of Interview) 
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M~rc H. Tanenbaum 1 . 
interviewed by Mitchell Krauss Hay 18 " 1972 

~-
~ We're talking with Rabbi Narc Tanenbau.m in his office 

at The American Jewish Committee ~n 56th street , it's Thurs-

day, May 18. Rabbi Tanenbaum, we've talked abou t Jacob 

Blaustein's business career and his career as an international 

figure at the United Nations , his career in relation to the 

reparations for the Jewish community. What about his role in 

trying to bring the Jewish community closer to the non-Jewish 

community and vice versa, the ecumenical aspect? 

We ll, Mitche ll, I think the situation which perhaps 

best i llustrates the interest of Jacob Blaustein in the pro -

motion of a better understanding between Christians and Jews 

1s that associated with Vatican Council II. In fact, I found 

myse l f quite surprised at both his sensitivity to the issue 

as well as by his grasp of the fundamentals that were 1n-

va lved in the concerns that the Vatican Council was dealing 

with as it faced its re lationship to the Jew ish people and to 

Judaism. 

G.:~l ~lhat \\'as the date on this roughly? 

Well, Vatican Council II came into being in 1962. It 

was called at the request of Pope John XXII I and it lasted 

until 1965. ~ •. The American Jewish Committ ee became in -

volved in the Council and in ""*'-wo=~ •• i:Qtu;:r:t"ly .. three l{ey 

aspects , two of them were more central. P~pe John had 
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called the Council in late 196o- early 1961 for the sake of 

carrying out a ma.ssive prog ram of reform and renewal of the 

Church to •.. as he said, ta;.. :Jpen the window of the Church 

and let in some fresh air . I n the process , there was a con-

centration on the issue of religious ~ibert~ to update the 

Church's attitude, to come to grips with the prob lem s of 

religious and cultura l pluralism in the world and t o deve l op 

a doctrinal position in support of that. Also the Church 
social 

was brought to an awareness of its responsibility for/Justice 

in the world and so it dea l t ..... ~lth that in~ •• a major docu-

ment. The is~ue which brought Jacob Blaustein and tho~e o~ 

us in the Committee who were related to the Vatican Council, 

in particul ar , my own department and our own work, was the 

issue that centered on what subsequently became known as the 

Vatican Declaration on Non -Christian Re l igions. Originally 

that declaration was called the Vatican Schema on the Jews. 

As a r .esult of all kinds of political and theological pres -

sures, it was subsequently changed to deal with all non -

Christian religions , Jews, Buddhists, Moslems and others. 

Now, Jacob Blaustein, who had been close to our leadership 

for quite some time and particular l y during this pe.riod of 

1962 to 1963, was involved in the consultations that led to 

a decisipn for AJC to relate to t h e Vatican Council. 

(Q.~. Has this at the time that he was President of AJC? 

No, I think it was after his P 'd reSl ency. I"forri s 
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Abram at the time was President or was just coming into the 

preside ncy. But Jacob was serving at t hat time as our 

elder stctesman in relation to a number of other p r ojects , 

th e United Nations , on t he Conference on German Material 

Claims , and so t here was r egular on - g o ing communication with 

him . The central issue for u s was that here the Vatican 

Co u nci l was for the fi r st time in our l ifetime going to 

bring together a l l of the l eadership of the Ro ma n Catho lic 

Church from througho u t the inhabited wor l d . There were to 

be s om e twenty - five hundred cardina l s, bishops , pariety, 

theo l ogical exp e rts , who were to face a ll of these issues 

and , in particu l ar , to face l itera lly for the first time In 

nineteen hun d red years th e attitude of the Catholic Church 

to anti - Semitism, the responsibility for t he ro l e of 

Christian teaching in disseminating anti-Semitism and , a s 

wel l, the question of what ought to be t h e authentic posi

tion of the Cat holic Church t o the living re a l ity or the 

J ewish peop le and Judaism today. Fo rmerly , prior to 

Vatican Council II , the only View, the o nl y major view that 

existed in the Catho l ic Church with regard to Judaism was 

t hat Judaism was a phase along the way that was to be 

tota lly absorbed in Chr i stianity . The Church was the ne w 

Is r ae l and , therefo re, t h e re a lit y of the Jew ish peop le be 

came an extremely fuzz y and ambiva lent phenomen~ n in the 

mi nd of mos t Christian s , certainly in terms o f mo st Christian 
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theologians. Jews were supposed to have disappeared at the 

end of the First Century and what are they doing around over 

the past nineteen hundred years? \'lhat impressed me about 

Jacob Blaustein is that he grasped the fundamental impor

tance ·of what the Vatican Council was a l l about. He had a 

kind of penetrating intuition that this was not just another 

church meeting, that it had the possibilities of shaping a 

new history in the relationship between the Christian people 

and the Jewish people. So that he was involved at the out-

set in making the decision for The American Jewish Committee 

to relate 1n a very systematic and intensive "\-\lay to the 

Vatican Council. Now, I had the benefit of' working with 

Jacob intermittently during the course of the three - year 

period of Vatican Council II, both while I was here in this 

country and while I was in Rome during three of the sessions 

of the Council. The conciliar declaretion in its first 

forms were &li~,.in some versions breathtaking in their his 

toric importance. It was a proposal drafted by Cardinal 

Baya and members of the Vatican Secretariat for Christian 

Unity, which had responsibility for relationship with the 

Jews, in which the Church forthrightly condemned anti

Semitism, said the Catholic Church deplores, condemns, re

jects anti - Semitlsm~ explicitly condemned the Christ-killer 

charge which bedeviled Jewish history for so much, was re

sponsible fer so much blo~dletting, pogroms and inquisitions 
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against the Je~s. The Church, in that ve r sion of the docu -

ment, literally went as far as it could go in rejecting Qut -

right. Had that version of the document been adopted , it 

would have said that no bigot anywhere in the world could 

use Catholic teaching for the purpose of advocating, either 

1n terms of attitude or behavior , anti - Semitism or anti-

Jewish discriminations. It went on beyond that in that 

early version to speak in the most affirmative terms of 

respect and reverence for the Jewish people , Jewish tradi-

tion, Judaism. In ract, at an early stage there was also 

some reference to the relationship of the Jewi sh people to 

Israel which would have had some practical importance. As 

that first dec l aration began to be drafted in '62 and '63, 

it became clear that that which was intended from the very 

outset as essentially a historic, religious, cultural 

phenomenon was perceived in the Arab world and among some 

professional anti-Semites as having political and real1ty 

consequences . So in 1963 we began to find that Arab govern -

ments began to exert enormous pressure to try to have the 

document removed altogether from the Vatican Council's 

de l iberations. Arab diplomats , emissaries were sent from 

Cairo, from Beirut , from Amman, Damascus~ to Rome during the 

Council, brought enormous pressure to bear, especially on 

Arab Christian bishops, sorne of whom were told that if you 

don't defeat this declaration you might as well n~t try to 

come home. So there was that kind c~ seriousness attached 
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to the document in terms of It~ symbolic and sUbstantive im -

portance by Arab governmental officials. At that point we 

realized that t-Re •.• t he de.claration had crucial importance 

and had to be taken as a major priority in the work ~ .• of 

the Jewish community and of The Americ an Jewish Committee. 

The pressure became so great in Rome, with Arab dip l omats 

moving in on prelates from a ll parts of the world, wi th the 

Government of Egypt subsidiz ing ~i.the p~b lic a tlon of an 

eight -hundrEd-page volume which was replete with anti -

Semitic charges , a book call~ . 

. ~ The Plot Against the Church, that we began to 

realize that the Jewish community could not stand by passive -

ly and allow this kind of pressure to go on , because had the 

document been defeated and taken off the agenda, it wou l d 

hav e meant that anti -Semitism would have, by that action , 

been affi r med , that t he Church, 1n fact , was not prepared 

moral l y to reject anti-Semit1sm. I came bac k from Rome after 

the beginning of th e second session and reported this to 

So when I returned from Rome we met here at AJC and developec 

a strategy as to how to re - enforce with our Catho lic friends 

in the hierarchy here and ab r oad the importance that we 

attached to the passage of the document in its strongest 

form. In discussing this with Jacob Blauste1n~ he vo l un-

teered at once that he would undertake to speak to his 
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friend , Lawrence Cardinal Shehan of Baltimore. Cardinal 

Shehan had a key role in the American hierarchy at that time 

because he was the first Chairman of the American Catho l ic 

Church l s Bishops Commission on EcuIDenism. That is to say, 

he held central responsibi l ity for the policy and the pro 

grams of the Cat~olic Church in the United States for pro 

moting re l ationships with Christ i ans as well as with Jews. 

Jacob was meticulous in his preparation for his visit with 

Cardinal Shehan . Before he went to see him to discuss the 

issue of the text of the declaration , he asked me to prepare 

f~ r him a detai l ed memorandum , giving the historic back

ground, what the issues were, why they were important, and 

~~3H·~ I was impressed by his professionalism. 

wasn ' t going to do this off the cuff. He felt that it was 

so important that he rea l ly had to have the language formu-

lated and know precisely what the issues were . We have on 

file here at AJC in our central records on the Ecumenical 

Council period and the Blausteins t file the correspondencE 

and the me moranda th~t were prepared . Jacob Blaustein 

. called Cardinal Shehan , and the Cardinal agreed to see him 

immecic·tely. It was an indication of the mutual respect 

they had . ~n the past, before one got to see a cardinal in 

the United States: one waited weeks and often months J end 

there wa s c. whole change in the atmosphere . And so Jacob 

saw Cardinal Shehan alone, as two friends J as two Bslt1mori -
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ans ; and had .. apparently, a ver,,:-' goed conversation. The 

report that Jacob sent us after that meet!ng , he detailed 

Cardina l Shehen!s response. He made it very clear that he 

completely identified with the purposes of the document .. 

2. 

thRt he wanted to see the document emerge in its str~ngest 

form, he wanted an explicit condernllation o£ anti-Semitism in 

a way that no one could ever have any doubts where the 

Catholic Church stood on that lssue, and he wanted to see 

some positive expression about the attitude of the Catholic 

Church toward the Jewish people today. Cardinal Shehan made 

a number of commitments to Jacob Blau stein which were quite 

import~nt . He indicated that he would take leadership with 

the American Catholic hierarchy when it goes back to Rome to 

the next session of the Vatican Council to prepare the car

dinals and ' the bishops to· stand ste-trarast·o, 1n t'he"fr support 

of the document .. t~ organize an opposition to any pressures 

that tried to weaken the document or to kill the document 

outright, and he dld so. The exchange of correspondence be 

tween Cardinal Shehan and Jacob Blaustein are extremely in

teresting documents and they should be studied. They're 

really part of the history of that period. For example 3 at 

one point when Cardinal Shehan was in Rome and another 

problem emerged, a text which had been prepared was being 

suppressed } was being turned over to a groqp of conservative 

theologians who wanted to kill it altogether or~ at worst, 
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wanted to insert a section about prose l ytizing Jews, which 

would have been an even more dramatic setback than not hav -

ing any declaration at all, Jacob had sent a cable to 

Cardinal Shehan expressing some concern and asking him to 

look into the matter. Within the fo l lowing week he got 

back a handwritten letter from Cardinal Shehan on his Grand 

Hotel stationery in Rome in which he indicated that he 

planned to see the Pope that afternoon with a group of 

American bishops~ that they will make c lear that they have 

no intention of coming back to the United States without a 

declaration that they could live with as American Christians 

who attach great importance to their relatio nship with the 

Jewish community. So t~~t th=~~ .. that relationship and that 

commitment on the issues runs through the entire correspon

dence. Jacob was prepared to go anywhere that he was able 

to, given his heavy schedule, do anything that was required 

to represent the best interests of the Jewish people in this 

situation. There were other aspects or his response to 

this. In the organization of ou r effort to assure that the 

best possible document would come through~ we related not 

only to Church authorities here but we related to United 

Nations persona l itie s, American government authorities , 

Am erican Foreign Service Diplomatic Corps people, who recog -

nized the implications or this declaration as well as reli-

gious l iberty for American civic relationships. That 1s to 
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say that we knew during the Kennedy campaign how anti -

Catholic bigotry affected the voting patterns of Americans 

and the relationships between various groups in this CQun-

t WO ... :! • There was a sense that this document wou l d affect the 

way in which Jews would relate to Protestants, Catho lic s, 

b l acks and others in terms of the civic coalitions that were 

constructed in America. Jacob understood that. I mean he • •• 

h8 .he was not a theologian, but he understood the implica-

tions of these religious positions for political reality, 

for civic relationships between groups , and therefore~ in 

addition to being prepared to intervene and intervening en 

a number of occasions -- he probably met with Cardina l Shehan 

a dozen times during the course of Vatican Council II , cer -

tainly talked to him many times over the telephone ~ had 

lo ng ... substantial exchange of correspondence and cables with 

him about these questions -- J acob also talked to United 

Nations people who were concerned about it, made interven-

tions in government , state Department, .i::2:e Foreign Service 

who were involved. I would say here , for the record -- I've 

never really documented this before -- some of this took 

place during the Administration of President Kennedy. I was 

close to one of the aides of President Kennedy in the White 

Heuse , Ralph Dungan , who ' s since become Co mmiss ioner of 

Education in New Jersey, and Ralph Dungan, who 's a very 

bright, young CatholiC, who had been in the Cabinet , the 
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Kennedy Cabinet, one day asked me to come by to talk to him 

at the 'vlhite House about this issue. He \'l8S worried about 

its negative implications for American relationships and its 

political implications for relationships between the Catho -

lics and the Jews in this country. And Ralph Dungan at the 

time said, "You are not overreacting to this issue . I think 

the Jews ought to take that seriously , as I think Catholics 

ought to take it seriously, and , in fact , the issue is going 
certain 

to be raised directly with President Kennedy , that/interven-

tions need to be made with the American Ambassador in Italy.'! 

Now~ in that process Jacob Blaustein played some role in 

communication with some American Foreign Service people with 

Nhom he had contact, 'Qtrttr:.- .• ef:peci&lly in Germany , but also 

in Italy . And I think one of the things that came through 

was the fact that e man of Blaustein ' s stature and pub l ic 

inportance, that he took this concern that personally and 

that seriously~ in itself gave heightened importance to the 

issue to many of the people with whom he met, and I think 

his contribution was one of the decisive contributions in 

helping to assure American both governmental as well as 

religious support for this declaration and for otners that 

were tied in with 

/,, ' --, 

~: '\,,(h-ft...:tt.. t·-pFE.-,cd t ... L~l-,.::e · •.. what hsppened to the se .';rab 

bishops when they went h OQe? This document was essent~ally 

or quite simi2.ar to the original: Nas it not: t h e one that 
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was finally passed? 

It was modified in some formulations . There was some 

dj_sappointment ever some language. 

~ . • when ~70 U compared the document . .. the fc·urth version of 

the document, which was the version that finally came out: 

to the second, tlie_w-•.• there was r'eason to feel s om ewhat 

disheartened because some crucial language was eliminated, 

and certainly some accommodations were made both to theo -

logical conservatives as wel l as to the Arab bishops ' pres-

sure. But our sense has been that if you look at this docu-

ment in the perspective of nineteen hundred years it was a 

-:i:t=:w=as ~ dram a tic breakthrough. Ju.dge Proskauer, ,.,,1'10 

was close to Blaustein , worked with him on a number of 

issues even despite their differences , called the declara -

;;...,. -
tion the Magna CMarta of Human Fraternity. Perhaps that's 

rather strong language for it, but ! think~ if one looks at 

what happened since Vatican Council II, there ' s n~ question 

that it was a landmark, a turni~g point in the two-thousand-

year relationship between Christians and Jews. 
"., .. , 
~i I want to ask you sfecifically about Jacob Blaustein 

being the kin6 of individual that could bridge these dirfer -

1 · ., 11 ' oj...... '"'-ences among re 19lons ana groups. .\Otr:, n e wen .... t.0 \.lerrr:an~, 

'::a:tl:8 • •• a place t.;here many Jews after the -o'I'ar i<;ould not even 

attempt to g.::, would find it unable to go f o r t h emselves, 

he launched inta this fight in order to achieve this docu -

ment "'lithin the C.e:t l1 01ic CilUpc h . _What was there a~out him 
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that made him ab l e to rise above what some might say so many 

Jews would have, a kind o f ghetto mentality that would not 

pe rmit them to feel comfortable in this kind of work? 

~- , 0. .. I don't know whether anyone has spoken to you about 

the fact of his being a Baltlmorian. I was born 1n Baltimore 

and I was a child at the time that Jacob Blaus tein began to 

emerge as a n important leader 1n Baltimore. 11m going to 

answer your question indirectly this way . When I f'irst be -

came aware ~ .. of the fact that there t'las a Jewish community 

in Baltimore , he was to me, in my child's vision , a lrea dy a 

legend , his name was legendary . My father , who owned a sma ll 

shop 1n South Baltimore , used to talk to me about 

C:;c-)- Jacob Blaustein . l-*wa-s- a classic 

t erm used in East European J e\,lish life for the leader Q,f.:~::;:. 

of the community . . . , ... , the Hebrew word for one 

who sustains his people, one who nourishes and sustains his 

people. And by that time Jacob Bl austein had deve l oped a 

reputation In terms of his phi l anthropy and -ft±s._b~...".. . 

first of all , his very great service to every Jewish and 

general charitable, intellectual cause, philanthropic cause 

in Baltimore . He had emerged, at least in the mind ' s eye of 

my parents ' class, o~,;. rv:f!' • • • o f East European Immigra n ts,-"';.a-e __ 

• .. he was a kind of heroic figure in that sense, he was 

larger than life. The thing that has come through to me Is 

that In the Baltimore expErie~ce J ews of German or igin, who 
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f ormed the l eadership core in Baltimore: wc<e===:::lk.ilict ... . "'Jere 

t!le aristocratic elite , they ,,,ere, in a sense, the Our Crowd 

of Baltimore. But tlw7;=~ - • • they constituted that leadership 

element that saw its responsibility for service to the com-

munity. It was the Blausteins ~-d-;: •• and the Friedenwa;lds 

and other fami l ies that came from East European origins ~ 

Hemburgersj the Levys , who undertook , when th e Russian and 

Polish Je\'Jish immigrants came there, to educate them. They 

set up the Educational Alliance to help Jews make their 

transition into American life . Now , t here may have been many 

motives , you know, .tit:e' ..• some of them we re not the noblest 

motives , some of t hem were to c l ean up the dirty Jews of 

Russia and Poland , some of them were to make them speak 

En.g..1.is!1 so they iI;rQuldn ' t embarrass the elite , but there was 

also a very powerful sense of responsibility and service to 

brothers in need . And the Blausteins were~ ••. a b . -• • -ut·.'-.r-e·.-j;.i'l 

...... ~fl--• • • in the center ·of that aristocratic , illell - to - do , 

Jewish leadership that was constantly there . They leant a 

certain kind of stability in the Jewish community because of 

their presence. Now, "'iua:L::L....-: • • my l3et1se is t-·1'lI"'ffi':'!iB· tr;;'_~O;:±f:±l"a>il~- tha t 

experience in Baltimore 2nd that history and tradition of 

service tQ your own community as well as to the general 

community was simp l y translated by Jacob onto the national -

international scene . From childhood cn, 116 was raieed in an 
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experience~ i'rom v:hat I gatber~ of' t-H:a:;;J=3=ES::::'ti·r:::,- •. that ~:::ind 

of' solidarity a-a:e:--••• &nd r>esponsibility tc use \')ealth for-

service : end I think we saw that he r e in The American Jewish 

Committee 2::B::fr •• • and then i1hen he became :;'nvclved in tbe 

United Nations and ether causes. 

([~" How did th2.t lEad him to be ab le to relate as i:;e 11 as 

he seemed to with non-Jewisil individuals and groups through -

out his years? 
/" .. 
<.A~ r.. tJ" ,~ .... ''l;:@··-fe.ct ern' . First of a llJ I have no ques -

tion tM~.· .• that his prof e ssional experience prepar€:·d him 

for work with people of many classesJ many races: many reli -

gians . After al1 J he was invol ved in a major industrial 

under t aking ; he had many employees ~ho were Catholics and 

Protestants 2nd b l acks ) so that I thj.nk that human experi -

ence simply helped,. lilG.kg=t1:r:e:;: ... ::;:t-he-~: . The business itself 

could not be sustained w~thout having that kind oT orlenta -

tion~ .... of openness. 

wIgi:J;E[E.i!ltlmore W8S in m2ny ways an enclave and a. some\'ihat 

et hnocentric , enclosed Jewish community : still there was 

some openness to the larger general society. Many of the 

German Jews ~ especial l y Je ws affiliated with Reform temples 

-- ,and J2. ccb B:.;!ustein a:1G his f'2mily 'fere rr.embers of the 

Baltim0re Hebrew Congregation . They were ve r y closs at one 

time to R2bbi lY!crris Lie-oErmen a..,.<fr-•• • and that con.gregation 

was, in a sense, tioe ol'i 6.:;;e tc. the Cl,ristian ccmm,,,,Hy. It 
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was the first congregation that ran institutes for Christian 

clergy, or a~ong the first: and Jacob and Hilda and their 

children were involved in the life of that congregation and 

were , therefore , also involved religious l y in a relationship 

--- - " • .;i:1LoIl,,-. the Christian community. No, .. , I can't weigh how much of . 

a factor that was, but I think it may have been a factor in --
~ 

--- -----------Ye~ 

... -:--- -
AJ!!, .. '!.:::_====~,.~~·LI:ln~~'Fi-ft ha v ing ""'thi s kind of' pred i spa 51 t ion 

toward positive relationships. 

G;; Do you 1cnow much about the early stages of his rela-

tionship with Shehan? 

Only to the extent that I knew that bef'ore the Vatican 

Counci l ~ot started that Jacob had made charitable contribu-

tions on his own to Catholic charities. Apparent l y, the 

Cardina l had come to him et one time for some support of some 

Catholic charitable program and he resPQnded affirmatively , 

as he d~d to every charitable cause in Baltimore. Whether 

it was race or whether it was, you know, day - care centers or 

hospita ls, they were involved in supporting every le gitimate 

effort in the city. This Nas o ne that they supported. You 

might ask Cardinal Shehan himself. I know· that they had 

talked about it. In fact , on one occasion the Cardinsl ex-

p:r'essed apprecioti '::Jn ~....A-'t- .•. for his genero sity, befol"e it 

was a favorable thing to do , be f ore Je ws were 5QP porting 

Catholic charities in large. 
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Do you recall your earliest me etings with Jacob Blau-

steLn and the circumstances therec.f? . ¥e:u .••• you said that in 

Baltimore it was a legend, but then the legend became a 

reality at some point when you r,;et him .a:-t:ul=::,... .o:. . 

:-Tffah7 ~ I think it wc.s here at Jl.JC at Oi1e of our f'unc-

tions, one of our annual meetings or commission meetings 

that I i~troduced myse lf to h~m . I think the f i rst thing 

that impressed me was, despite an exterior of some prepos-

session -- you know , there was a certain measure of what 

appeared to be -- rIm looking for the right word -- an ex-

terior of • • -....J.)$.. ·~.;.t3f ,importance -- I was almost flabbergasted 

by his simp l icity and directness . ..LL..wa~:;::::;::; iH ·--kno.W) it was 

both sides ~ .. of a comp lex personality. On one hand, he 

was very much 2ware of his dignity, his position and one 

respected that , yet at the same time there was a kind of 

a lmost modesty about him on some things. At some points we 

would talk about an issue and almost a humility t hat c ame 

, 
very _ .i :kan-sw:;e:p~-;rs-r--: ·tfilrt)! I al'\llays sensed that somehol<l 

~ .. -. 
that was the end product of this whole complex development 

of this man . He started ou t in poverty in Baltimore. The~E 

X~H stories my father used t o tell me about h i m when the 

legend began to deve l op was here is a boy who came with his 

father and were pushing pushcarts on the street of Balt!rnore, 

selling ke~osene , and Jacob, who stood at his father 1s side, 

was la dl!ng cut this kerosene fo~ three cents or a nickel a 
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canru l, end by their efforts end their imagination , I nitia t ive ~ 

they deve l oped from this pe~d 1 1ng on the streets of Ba l timore 

into the "'rt+Q-~ • • one of the great corpo r ate g i ants i n P.merica . 

I had a sens e that he never l eft his early origins , that his 

poverty , .t~ .• the modesty of his ear l y circumstance l eft a 

very deep impre ssioQ in the shaping of his pe r sonality , a nd 

ke n orr e r t . I don ' t t hink he eve~ forgot his poor o r igins. I 

think he i~a s a l wa:ls c on s c i o u s o f .. . "i- ·A·g ·c3· -· , a-·~.e:n·s.e...: , ~tha:t-,· · p.e "' Jas 

a l :n ry s a.ilL~ re of •• oJ; the shifting fort u nes of a pe r son and 

t hat it was ... you kno w, while much of this e merg e d out of his 

0'''11. effo r t and stick- to - itiveness , pers i st e nce and . • ~ 

boldness as an entrepreneur, I a l "ways had the sense .. ,ttw:.-.... 

that his consciousne s s of socia l responsibi l ity for trying to 

stabi l ize the so c ia l ord~ r g r ew out of a certain sense of 

insecurity which comes ou t of having been a poo~ kid who had 

to s trugg l e 2nd that , you know , one ' s bread was neve~ guar 

anteed, one had to real l y work for it , one hed to try to 

carve out a certain measure of stabi l ity, and I had the sense 

that somehow that never left him . So that may have been part 

of the dynamics of the personality i .n terms of his never 

fee l ing ultimately sure and ultimately secure about anything 

that was done even on the highest levels of j~ternatlon5 1 

reL;tionshlps. But ~" .. it \I,'2S that sense :,.f' t~~:1S--;; •• cf the 

conditioned quality of human existence , the shift from .. . 

you know , .the arc from poverty to wealth could also go bacl~ 
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. -£2t. .... E ·, I thin!'[ al.~c underscored his feeling abou t the pre-

cariousness of the Jewish situation <lnd '\dl~; ·~·i¥tt ~ .. th.at 

had to be watched so carefully . The health 8( the general 

society had immediate implications for the Jewish situation, 

and the precariousness cf the Jewish situation historically 

and even down to this day and the possibilities of ." an ... .1 -

Semltlsm erupting ir:. sltuatl-"J!1s of social turr.J.oil, I think 

he had~_ .. a very iceen sense about that , kind of' historic 

and very persona l consciousness about that: and in a sense 

I felt that. "Jte':"'"--"'['31[" ••• he had almost a feeling o f pa.ssion 

about his involvement with the Ecumenical Council. 

And yet he didn ' t appear, from the reports that I Tve 

had from so many , to be an en~iety -ridden person or one who 

was in any way paranoid about these !ssues . 

,.---
(.~.!-.i ·No, I guess rId make the distinction that Harry Stack 

Sullivan makes. There 1 s a fundamental distinction between 

rational anxiety and irrational anxiety. I think he had 

rational anxiety.-~ ~tTi-Ch- -· rs-·t6· · · s~fy ·T ·.t.1JiX1X he had this kind . .:-- -., _ .. ,. 

of 11 i s g 1 f t S 1>/ as .J;:h".,"""!"'.";",,,' 3'" 

. .• 2 talent fer perceiving reality and not allowing illusions~ 

you know, mythic ways of looking at reality, to get in the 

say 1 ' '- ~ .... ... I t _OOK: ~ ..... l.oh2 <. 5 00 
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co mplicated for me, my simple way . ·~ •. I want to understand 

it as it really is. No .. \·~ _'d:ali"- is · ••• what is it that you want 

to get at?'! He had a kind of directness about that, an in-

sistence on getting at the heart G '~ • •• of \'ihat the issue was . 

And , :t~ ::;; .. ;::;.::;:I-:;. .... he had feelings, I thin~: he had very strong 
~,," - 10 ""' '.: . 

feelings and -:;; .. ~F":..9 cf them \I\'as an . . . anxiety. He had anx iety 

during the Vatican Council. He was bothered .•• he was very 

strongly bo thered by the possibilities of defeat, and I re -

member one day when I'd called him about a development in 

Rome, and he got very ang r y , he said, "Damn it , I ...... ie canlt 

le t tha t happen , we just can 1 t Ie t tha t happen . - ..E~' .. I 111 

do eVerything I can to see that it doesnlt happen. II 

What Nas the issue that you brought to his attention, 

do you remember? 

SEGP?" •• tflere 'd58 ••• -~m.::.-J;...9·e-l1" the second text that had 

been drafted was t aken over by the theological commission 

that was under the direction of a conservative theo lcgian ~ 

Taviani , who was determined to kill the text. . And we had 

been assured t h e week before that this was moving along well, 

had the personal backing of the Pope, were making progress 

on it , and there had been Eome meetings between some of the 

Arab patriarch~ a nd some of the conserv a tive theo lo gi~ns, 

there was an anti - Semitic speech m2de by one Bishop Carli at 

the t i me. So -:-+--. 0 .it bec erne insulting and infuriE.ting th a t 
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this process, which was to lead to a change for the bette~, 

became an occasion now for anti - Jewish slander, 2nd we began 

talking about so~e of the intervent ions at the Council and 

what was happening then , and he expressed very strong . feel-

he could do to:) reinforce Cardinal Shehan '"6'~ . • • and others 

whom we ~ere in touch with to see to it that ... that the ac -

tion rias net terminated .:e::'! ••• or defeated. 

/ . 
( Q; ) others bave said tha-::: h:e: .. l"3 a .••• he could be as totally 

single - minded about 2ny given i3sue as if there were nothing 

else that 11e were cQncerned about and at the same time he may 

have had six or seven issues of one sort or another all on 

his mind. 

I think that I s true. i,.,hen we were Horking c l osely to -

gether with Dr. John Slaw Bon , ~ho was then the executive head 

of the agency, and we would sit down to talk about this issue 

and how to respond to I had the sense as if he were i!J. -

terested and involved in nothing else . ' I:L .............. "J._~ .... . . it made a 

very deep impression . He had a kind of intensity and persis -

tence that appar-ently he Nas 20le to extend to·;:~·~~erv. • . evel"'j' 

o ther major concern that he was involved in. You also had 

the feeling t hat, you know, he had no business interests at 

I me&n he j\~st threw hims elf so overwhelmingly 

and completely in."';;o th5. s, -±T"";o;:II::;:;~LL'::--="""'''-l •. . r marveled at it . 

I marveled and l~as really quite amezed that he had the emc-
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tional stamina to sustain that l evel of performance with that 

~dnd cf intensity . It WaS an extr'acrdir:..s.!"'y -~ • • feat of' 

energy in a way. 

Wh at abcut his cwn religiosity? ~ Euppose I ask you 

that not only because you knew him as you did and worke d with 

him , but I su ppose because you ' re a rabbi and I would ascribe 

to you a certain ability to make ~hat kind of diagnosis . 

Well, my rQle here was not that of a pastoral rabbi 

and so therefore I think a comprehensive answer to that would 

have to come f r om the rabbi, such as Morris Lieber~an ; who 

unfortunately has p2.ssecl 81'12Y since, ;'Iith whom ~ .he may 

have been in a kind of rabbi-congregate relationship . 
/.,.-

5 ..!-/ I guess I ' m 2EK ing you f~p G .• .. for .s more instinctive 

1"'eaction I-
n Vct __ _ 

\\/-
~ -- to that ':Iuestion. 

have 
/" 

"d:l _.+ I! "ol of- -~-, ., '1',. - ::.-1..-= ...... _. . t . ~ J. :> ..:.., 6 

explicit religious convers2tions 

not 

per 5e . 

'fohere seemed to ha~e been 2 let taken for granted religiously 

~iL_'i;{:li.i'" ••• in o ur relationship. 

kin d of passing phrRses. Yo u know, h e would SEY something 

-h 'o"t 1' :" ;::>11 7n'a'-I<:': " 'h-'-c:..., ..... , , .. __ : ~ ... ... I ••• C .... i n. • - 11 cne':1er, 

l 1 r heard the rabl)i preach about t h st theme , !; or !IThe ~olidays 

2~e com!nc up an d I! ~ Goi~g to b e here f or thet holiday 
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~,-t±:, :;::::;:;±;;:;;- •• I ha v € c. fee l :J.. ng t !.[l t: \'1 h i 1 e 

r,e \'J2S no t" you l{:now, self- conscious l y Jevlish tn that re li-

s1auB sense " he was a very deeply Jewie h man in the sense 

that l1e interiorized ; incorpOl'~,ted, in 3.1 1 of hi: <:Clllsc i ·:us -

ness t he values a nd t he ideals of the traditicn , and he t Ied 

this very strong Je~lsh emphas i s on l ~ving this out. He was 

far les s ca~c2rned about the oretical spe cu latio n then he was 

in, you kn01-.' , l ivi ng ... I think , an ethil!i.11 and humanE existence 

both as a Jew and as a man . And I think he felt, by and 

large , to the degree .:~J.J;J::A .• that anyone feels about onel ~ 

identity , v ery comfortable as . s Jew. He saw no radical oppc -

sit ions between being Jewish and being a person , being in-

volv ed 111 the affairs of soc iet y a s well as being concerned 

I had a 

sense he had work e d cut a to lerabl e: dece nt ba l ance b et ween 

these them e s in his life, ·._e .... 'Q •• • and I 1;12.8 i rt',presseo -D Y that. 

_.I.-;..~..:r:-•. I felt comfortable I,d tb h i m, you know , as a Jew! aDd 

\'J e never really approached thzt .... -_ '-". S:: meho t", I guess the 

fact o f his e normous preoccupation with every crucial issue 

of Jewish Existe nce and Jewish mean i ng in itself said ~hat . 

J""(;;'''-d<",a"<"::~;:-c;o;",-"o=5E'9"-"'o-''''''' : itT s Eme r SO:! I S po i nt , 11 dh a t y C IJ.. a 1"' e S pea ~: 13 

out 50 loud I cannot hear wha t you say , :: You know } ~e wou l d 

t a l k •.• h e wou l d say : : ;Lo~v v __ , I ' ve got to go to this rn ee~ing 

of the C~nf erell ce on Je wish Mate~1& 1 Cl&i ms . :',' e ! 1""e ;;~. V! go i ng 

to work out this agreement ~ith Ad e n~uer o n th i s amo~n t 
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~ t' I' money Lor ne ... you kn ow:/reparatlons and tha.t s(')rt of 

thing . II And after that I!ve got a meeting in relation to 

Israel and Un i ted Nations or ... I: As he simp l y ticked orT 

his daily o r weekly ca l endar J you had a sense that this man 

was virtually a kind of Jewish professional working at the 

basic issues of Jewish life. He was r eacting to the Nazi 

holocaust to. <1-0 ...---t-o resolve t~:iflt -0 :::!:!;:!bS .• •• whe.tever nceded 

to be done in dealing wit h that, he was dealing with Isr8el, 

which was the ether major issue of Jewish l ife, he was pre -

occupied with Jewish charity: Jewish philanthropy~ he was 

suppbrting The American Jewish Committee, which had interes ts 

in Jewish survival and Jewis h continuity. There Kas .. ~thgpe 

:l-!t'l:B_,r ,e.a l,ly • • • the more I think about it, there Nas a real 

wholeness in him .. you know .. as a person and as a Je~ .. there 

was was a kind of a fullness about him. 

sense I felt no need in terms of thinking of , you know~ this 

man is some how spiritua lly in~dequate .. he is inadequat e 2s S 

Did you ever ta l k with him about Zionism? Obviously 

you must have at one point or another. This was a question
~<s 

mark always . He Areputedly not a Zionist and yet, of' course .. 

he '\'ias a great ,,:;upporter ·~.- .. of Israel .s..nd one who urged 

the Amer i can Jew to bear his responsibiiities in thiH area. 

I dor.. ! t recall a spec:tfic c:ni!ersation. -_ .... ~ ... , .• 
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once we did talk after he delivered a speech about his nego -

tiation with the Ben - Gurian Agreement . I think i n the first 

instance , Jacob had an impatience for theory and speculation . 

I think he probably was as i mpatient witll Zionist theoreti-

cians as he probably was with theology 3...&.::;;._ . or I guess if 

someone came to give him~! . an ideology o f business man<3ge 

ment, he probably would have had the same reaction. He was, 

I round, a very pragmatic, reality - oriented man, and I think 

that whatever were the sources of his feeling, he really 

didnTt care very much what kind of rati~nale brought you to 

a recognition of the importance of Israel . I think r, e sav: 

that •. . he saw himself as 8 friend of Israel. He was s friend 

of Israel and a friend of Jewish people z he knew that Israel 

had to be there far the sake of taking care of the persecuted 

and the oppressed and that Jews needed a place on the earth. 

Now~ those are very deep Zionist themes. Ultimately, when 

you push the m back 't .... beir .•.• to their ultim2.te~ you know~ 

lee rnel idea : those are e qen . . . Zionist mo'i:ifs. ~=--- . I sense 

that J acob couldn't care less what the sources of those ideas 

were as long 2S they worked for the Jews and • . . : __ : . . •.. § .T 

think he saw very much that Israel W2S a very direct response 

to the Nazi ho loc aust . I ttlink that represented a very pawer -

ful e motion in ~is l ife and a commitment and he didn 1t have to 

think t h rough 2 theory to ju s tify those connections. He sa".; 

the i m~act or what happened to t h e Jews wilen t hey ~erE 2 vUl -

neY2ble people , when they ha d no control over their fste and 
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destiny, and I think he was determined to help Jews achieve 

mastery over' theil' destlny by i1a.>.f ing a. place HL"c:t. . . '\·!hlcl1 

they controlled add •. • • and t!1at natie,nal sovereignt~!. So 

that ~here was very little conversation c f that kind. ~3sen-

tially it was, you know, how do we make it work? It's here: 

how do we help it, how do we make it work? How do we make it 

work for the Jews in Israel and how do we make clear t h at we 

have very deep commitments in America? : think he had a 

great sense ~f gratitude for what America meant for him 2nd 

for America!l Jews. 
J.~. 

It was, you know, "ttL:a, j:1" .. th a t sense~ 

America was very good t o 11im 

and he wanted to be very good to America. Thet's why he was 

prepared, I think, to serve his country a t any point which he 

,,"'nS called to serve . B'_lt ... ('10 tl1St th0Se--.-.-..y-G-.bl_ 'snO-l-r{ t r-:..::=y-e 

was a ~·;:ir.d of tioJ o - track theme in terms of Israel -e=ffit" • • . and 

A!nerica, and he didn ' t see them in any kind of tension or 

opposition, and it was his pragmatism. /I-ecordEl ~fPf - -




